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Since 1950 the development and application of work 
measurement systems in the Federal Government, particularly the 
Department of Defense, have increased significantly . Today, in 
many areas of Navy supply management, the manager is !aced with 
not one but several programs or systems designed to provide him 
with workload and manpower performance data . Some of these work 
measurement systems appear duplicative and overburdensome . It is 
the manager who is responsible for their implementation, 
maintenance and utilization~ It is also the manager who will 
gain or suffer the most from their employment. Some managers are 
reluctant to recognize and hesitant to use work measurement as a 
management tool for manpower utilization and control . At the 
same time they are confronted with the ever persistent problem of 
attaining optimum levels of operating effectiveness and manpower 
staffing. Efforts abound to develop and apply new techniques and 
concepts to provide the manager with the means of achieving 
maximum economy of manpower while improving operating effective-
ness. He cannot escape from the requirement for some form of work 
measurement . What kind of work measurement system should a 





Statement of the Problem 
It is the purpose of this paper to develop and outline the 
requisite components and cogent applications of a fully integrated 
work measurement system for Navy supply functions . This projected 
system is est ablished on a foundation of analysis and understanding 
developed by answering some fundamental questions . 
Basic to the employment of any work measurement system are 
the measurement techniques themselves . What are the major 
measurement techniques used in work measurement? What are their 
advantages and limitations? 
The examination of existing work measurement programs and 
systems is most helpful in attacking the problem of further 
development and improvement . What are some of the more significant 
applications of work measurement to Navy supply functions? Wh t 
are their major features and how do they relate (overlap, 
duplicate) to each other? 
The answers to these questions are used to develop and 
support a fully integrated work measurement system that is in 
recognition of the needs of management , the current organizational 
and system environment, and technical characteristics of work 
measurement techniques and applications . The question of what 
kind of work measurement system a manager should employ may never 
be satisfactorily answered. This thesis is expected to contribute 
to an understanding of some of the problems involved and provide 
one approach to their solution. 
• 
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Scope of the Study 
The scope of this paper is limit ed to the examination of 
work measurement as it applies to the work performed in the Navy 
supply functional areas . Only those aspects of work measurement 
application relating to administrative, clerical and material 
handling functions are included. The choice of this area of 
interest centers around two basic reasons . First , these functions 
hav been subjected to exhaustive coverage by various and 
essentially different kinds of work measurement systems . The 
three different systems studied in this paper are presently being 
actively pursued in the several functions of supply operations at 
Navy stock points . The second reason is that this author has 
experience in supply operations and with all three work measurement 
systems . The three systems are: The Naval Supply System Command 
Supply Management Report ( ork Measurement); The Defense Integrated 
Management Engineering Systems (DIMES); and the Department of 
Defense arehousing Gross Performance Measurement System (WGPMS) . 
No attempt was made to examine or evaluate the supply 
system or the functions involved . The supply functions were 
accepted as providing a given setting within which a work 
measurement need and applications exist . 
In order to establish a perspective and a broader under-
standing, some discussion of work measurement in general government 
and industry was included . Implications of labor unions • 




the extent that they are considered relevant in government type 
work measurement applications . 
Method of the Study 
Research for this paper consisted primarily of library 
research supported by some on- site collection of data . The 
library research was used to reveal historical information and 
provide factual data on work measurement methods and timing 
techniques. Current information concerning work measurement 
applications was obtained within the Navy Department and the 
Defense Supply Agency from written policies, directives, 
instructions, operating manuals, and personal interviews . 
Considerable information concerning the three work measurement 
systems discussed in this paper was drawn from the personal 
experience of the writer gained from being associated with the 
administration and operation of the systems. 
Organization ot the Remainder of the Thesis 
In order to develop a foundation for projecting a fully 
integrated work measurement system, a logical examination and 
discussion of the basic concepts and elements required of the 
system must be accomplished . Chapter II sets the stage tor the 
study by providing the definition, philosophy and obJectives of 
work measurement and a look at the current efforts in industry. 
A brief historical picture of work measurement in government, and 
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more narrowly the Navy, is developed along with current trends 
including effects of data automations 
Chapter III looks at the techniques of work measurement 
including the kinds of work standards and the maJor methods used 
to develop engineered performance standards . Advantages and 
limitations of the several techniques are discussed . 
Chapter IV discusses the criteria for installing work 
measurement and then examines the three systems currently being 
applied to the Navy supply functions . An analysis of the systems 
in relation to each other is developed to identify significant 
differences and to point out apparent overlap or duplication. 
Chapter V presents an outline of a fully integrated work 
measurement system for supply type functions . The development of 
the proJected system is based on the facts identified and the 
material developed in the preceding chapters . Expression of the 
concepts and elements of the projected system are necessarily 
inclusive of the opinions of the author as they have evolved from 
personal experience . 
From the review of work measurement, its techniques, 
applications and projected development , specific conclusions are 
reached in Chapter VI . They are: that techniques are available 
to effectively measure work in Navy supply functions; that there 
is some duplication of work measurement and reporting in the Navy 
supply functions; and, that a fully integrated work measurement 
system can be developed utilizing existing work measurement 
applications . 
CHAPTER II 
WHY WORK MEASUREMENT 
ObJectives of Work Measurement 
Historically, work measurement has been most aggressively 
used in private industry for obtaining increased efficiency and 
productivity in factories through time standards based wage 
incentive programs . At this stage in the history of work 
measurement most organizations, both private and governmental, 
employ some form ot work measurement to a greater or lesser extent. 
A representative of industry recently stated: 
A work measurement program merely supplying 
standards tor incentive purposes, no matter how 
sophisticated or economical the method of standards 
development, should still be considered a program in 
its early stages.l 
Although wage incentive programs are not widely employed 
in the government, many work measurement applications are found . 
A growing trend to expand the use of work measurement is being 
experienced in government . Today new managem nt programs are 
demonstrating clearly that the four fundamental considerations of 
"men," "money," "machines" and "material., apply in government as 
lJoseph P. Marenghi, "Why ork Measurement," Proceed1~s 
ot 14th Annual MTM Conterenc (New York, N. Y. , October, 1966~ 
p . 20. 
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well as in private enterprise . A government organization has the 
same problems arising from complexity and size as experienced in 
business . 
In our free society the government expects continuing 
scrutiny and criticism of its efficiency . As summarized by 
President Kennedy in a speech to Congress: 
The search for greater efficiency is never finished . 
• • • What was efficient practice a few years ago may 
be obsolete today. • • • In striving for greater 
efficiency we are pressing forward on three fronts: 
management improvement, cost reduction, and the reform 
of our public s lary system.l 
Further, the President told Congress he had direct d agency heads 
to improve manpower controls and incr ase productivity . He said 
an inspection system would be carried on to "measure the 
effectiveness and results of our efforts and to help uncover new 
ways to economize . • • • We shall maintain pressure on each 
agency to improve its productivity and e!ficiency. l 
In order to achieve efficiency, improve productivity, and 
provide manpower controls, improved work m asurement programs have 
been instituted in the government . In the Navy supply functions, 
as will be seen in -later chapter , various work measurement 
systems and manpower control techniques are being employed to 
achieve the goals outlined above . Efforts are continuing to 
lo . s . , President, 1961- 1963 (Kennedy), Budget Message to 
Congress, The Congressional Record, January 17, 1963 . 
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Management is the art of controlling and/or 
directing human activity to specific goals. 
Scientific Management, therefore, consists of 
directing human activity toward specific goals with 
maximum reliance on expert knowledge in a systematic 
way.l . 
With this interpretation of the a1m of work measurement, 
a broader definition may be presented; one that will be used in 
this paper when referring to a "system" application rather than a 
kind of measurement . In the broad sense then, work measurement 
will be defined as an approach, a system, or a program employed 
to improve, measure, and control manpower utilization and 
efficiency through the application (in varying degrees) of 
scientific method study, methods measurement and management 
reporting. 
Philosophy of Work Measurement 
In everyday life, the importance of "yardsticks" or "bench 
marks" to gauge results or establish dimensions and norms is well 
recognized . William H. Brush, in Lazzaro ' s Szstem and Procedures, 
provides a good analogy: 
~he woodsman pacing off distance along a tract and 
the atomic physicist employing delicate and complex 
calculation to identity rare elements are both 
exhibiting the practical need to know how much . 
Whether the yardsticks are crude, as the woodsman ' s, 
or refined, as the physicist ' s, their ultimate purpose 
is a quantitative expression of "how much" that is 
meaningful, obJective, consistent, and veritiable . 2 
libid. 
-2William H. Brush, "Work Measurem nt," Szstems and 




Work measurement provides a measure that is a quantitative 
expression o:t "how much" and also meets the criteria or being 
meaningful , objective, consistent, and verifiable . Under work 
measurement, subject ive judgment is reduced and more objective 
and practical "yardsticks" ot performance are provided . 
Purpose of Work Measurement 
Generally, any work me surement program in the Federal 
government can be identified with three broad major purposes . One 
particular program (or system) may tend to emphasize one purpose 
over the others; however, anf well designed and applied system 
will provide the capability to achieve the following purposes . 
1 . Management Oontrol.--Management control is that phase 
ot business administration which examines results to determine 
whether, and how well, work assigned has been carried out in 
accordance with preconceived plans and policies . l Control provides 
management with information necessary to make plans and operations 
more effective . Performance effectiveness reported through work 
measurement is a means whereby management may exercise control . 
Effectivene s in work measurement is determined by relating the 
number or man- hours actually required to perform the work to the 
number that should have been required according to the work 
standards . ork measurement provides management with the 
lu. s., Department of the Navy, Manual tor the Integrated 
easurement Program, op. cit . , p. 12 . 
• 
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information that something need to be done, discloses where the 
problem lies and further provides some of the facts upon which 
corrective actions can be taken. 
2. Management Plann1ng . --1~nagement planning is that 
phase of administration which determines when, where , how and by 
whom the work of an organization is to be pertormed . 1 To plan 
properly, planners must know what work is to be done , the best 
methods of doing it, the capacities of the per onnel required , and 
the time required to complet e the work . The more factual data 
available to t he planners , the better will be the final plan. 
Work measurement provides fac t ual data useful to planners, chiefly 
performance s t andards t hat may be used to gauge personnel and time 
requirements . 
3. Budget Formulation, Justification and Cont rol .--work 
measurement provides essential data tor the budgeting process 
including man-hours, work unit s, and performance rates . Workload 
dat a and the time required !or its performance provide firm taots 
t o justify personnel r equirements . 2 
ork Measurement in Private Industry 
As was previously indicated, work measurement in industry 
is most notably related to wage payment programs based on work 
1~ •• p . 15. 
2Ibid . , p . 16 . 
• 
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standards . This application dates back to the days of F. 
• 
Taylor with the intervening years providing little change in the 
basic incentive concept and considerable change in measurement 
techniques and management approach. The work standard today, 
however, is used for more t han just wage plans--it is a yardstick 
that management uses for planning and control , and by comparison 
of labor cont ent , provides information for better cost and profit 
decisions . The following list was taken from the Industrial 
Engineering Handbook and is illustrative of manufacturing oriented 
uses . 
1 . Choice of alternat e methods . 
2. Design of product for manufacturing method 
using less labor . 
3. Design of productive equipment which uses less 
operator time or skill . 
4. Selection of equipment requiring least labor. 
5. Process and operation planning . 
6 . Design, tools , and jigs and fixtures . 
1. Production scheduling. 
8 . Plant layout and materials handling. 
9. Budgeting and cost controls . 
10 . Setting sales prices . 
11. Manpower planning. 
12 . Employee relations . 
13. Job evaluation. 
14~ Wage incentive . 
15 . Methods improvement . ! 
The spread of work measurement and work measurement 
techniques to areas outside of manufacturing has been growing 
since World War II. The reasons for this may be best identified 
by the following quotations: 
lJ . Wayne Deegan, "Use of Time Standards , " Industrial 
Engineering Handbook , ed . H. B. Manyard (New York: ·McGraw Hill 
Book oo . , 1956), p . 3- 227 . 
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Outstanding among the major trends during the 
1950 ' s was the much faster growth of white-collar (professional, managerial, clerical, and sales) 
than manual (craftsmen, operatives, and laborers) 
occupations, making 1960 the first decennial census 
in which white- collar workers outnumbered manual 
workers . l 
The last decade has seen not only progress tor 
banks, but also a progression ot increased labor 
costs, increased competition and increased difficulty 
in raising the prices for their scores of services . 
Each organization therefore bas the need for not only 
controlling costs but also the need for eliminating 
waste and increasing productivity . Many paths are 
available to management in accomplishing these 2 
objectives . One of these paths is work measurement . 
The rapid growth of work measurement in office and 
clerical areas ot private industry can be attributed, then, to an 
increasing proportion of the labor force in these areas and 
increasing competition and costs that require manag ment to seek 
ways of increasing productivity and decreasing unnecessary costs. 
Work measurement techniques, developed and proven in the 
factories, are increasingly being tested and utilized in white-
collar areas . Successful applications are also being made in 
such areas as plant maintenance, automotive and aircraft overhaul 
and maintenance, and materials distribution. 
lMax Rutzeck and Sol Swerdloff, "The Occupational 
Structure of u. s. Employ ent, 1940-6Q, 11 .Montbly Labor Review, 
Nove ber, 1962, p . 1209. 
2John B. Stoya, "The Installation of a Work Measurement 
Program," Proceedin~s of·l4th Annual MTM Conference (N w York, 
N. Y. , October, 196 ), p. 66 . 
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Work Measurement in Government 
Some form of work measurement must indeed be traceable 
back to the earlier days of this country and at least to the turn 
of the nineteenth century . However, it is beyond the scope of 
this paper to delve into this earlier period and thus this 
document will commence with what appears to be the major origin 
ot modern work measurement--the "performance" budget . 
A performance budget--i t self a report and a 
prediction of measured accomplishm nt in an 
organization ' s activities--must be based on some 
kind of measurement applied to the operations within 
those activit ies . l 
Professor Burkhead indicates that: "Performance budgeting 
can be most appropriately associated with a budget classification 
t hat emphasizes the things which government does, rather than the 
things which government buys . "2 Performance budgeting places the 
emphasis on accomplishment itself rather than the means of 
accomplishment . 
The growth of performance budgeting in the Federal 
government was minimal until the post World War II period . There 
was a hint at performance budgeting as early as 1912 when the Taft 
Commission on Economy and Efficiency stressed the importance of 
budgeting in accordance with t he subjects of work to be done . 
lu . s . , Executive Office of the President , Bureau of the 
Budget, A Work Measurement S!stem (Washington: u. s . Government 
Printing Office , March , 1950 , p. 1 . 
2Jesse Burkhead, Governmental Budgeting (New York: John 
Wiley and Sons , Inc ., 1956) , p . 133 . 
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During the 1930 ' s the u. s. Department of Agriculture and the 
Tennessee Valley Authority establi hed schedules and budget 
classifications in accordance with programs and accomplishment. 
After the war the Navy Department increased the impetus to 
performance budgeting by developing and presenting its fiscal year 
1948 budget on the traditional object basis and on a program 
basis. During this same period the Bureau of the Budget, the 
General Accounting Office, and the Treasury Department were 
developing the first steps in a basic improvement of accounting 
and budget procedures in the government . The first Hoover 
Commission carried the development of performance budgeting 
and recommended that: "The whole budgeting concept of the Federal 
Government should be refashioned by the adoption of a budget based 
on functions, activities, and projects: this we designat a 
' performance budget.' "l 
In 1949, th National Security Act advanced the cause of 
performance budgeting by requiring that Department of Defense 
budgets be essentially performance based, and established the 
comptrollers in the Office of the Secretary of Defense and the 
military services to improve budget and accounting functions . The 
further significance of this act is that by passing the act, 
Congress expressed its approval of performance budgeting. 
l.!J2!a., p . 135. 
• 
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With the enactment of the Budget and Accounting Procedures 
Act of 1950, the President was given the authority to develop and 
arrange the budget in a manner that would encourage the extension 
of performance budgeting in the Federal government . As a result, 
the 1950 ' s saw a tremendous increase in performance budgeting in 
the Federal government and the concurrent development and 
installation of work measurement systems . 
The Hoover Commission in its report on the Executive Branch 
of the government recommended, among other things , that a 
sustained program of management improvement be established by all 
federal agencies . Implicit in such a management improvement 
program was the need for adopting a sounder basis of budget and 
personnel just ification derived from the knowledge of workload 
requirements . 
The Bureau of the Budget issued Circular A-ll early in 
1950 which provided instructions for submitting budget estimates 
and for reporting workload and personnel data for certain 
administrative services which were common to most federal agencies 
in order that broad staffing guides could be established for these 
services for use in budget appraisal . 1 Based on these actions by 
h.igher authority, federal agencies and departments reviewed their 
existing work measurement programs or requirements and took action 
to improve and develop work measurement systems that are today 
1u. s., Department of the Navy, Manual for th Integrated 
Work Measurement Program, op . cit ., p . III. 
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providing information for a multitude of management purposes , 
among which budget formulation is basic . 
The growth and development o! work measurement in Navy 
supply functions has paralleled the general growth in the 
government . However, it is intere ting to note that the Naval 
Supply Systems Command (NAVSUP) recognized during World ar II 
that it was virtually impossible !or activities to determine how 
ef!ectiv ly their operations were being performed. Shortly after 
the war the command (then the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts) 
moved to effect a program by which each activity could evaluat 
its own performance . The "Performance Evaluation Program," (PEP) 
as it was called, had as its immediate goal to strike a balance 
betwe n workload and personnel . Its ultimate objective was 
related to budgetary deficiencies and control . l 
Field activities and bureaus cooperated in several 
refinements that gave the PEP stature , and the Supply Systems 
Command preeminence, among Navy Department bureaus engaged in 
similar endeavor. In 1951, as the Performance Budget took hold 
and embraced the concepts of work measurement, PEP was succeeded 
by what is now referred to as the NAVSUP ark Measurement Program. 
Its original s ated objectives were "to rate current operating 
practices and to obtain better methods , to eliminate unnecessary 
personnel, and to obtain a higher degree of ef! ctivene s in terms 
lRear Admiral • J . Carter, so, USN, Introduction to 
NAVSANDA Publication No . 61 , 10 August 1945. 
• 
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of man-hours expended for the work produced . "1 Changes in the 
program have been, by and large, of a refinement nature having to 
do mostly with work units and functional definitions . Since 1953 
the focal point of the program has been the emphasis on the 
relationship between staffing and workload and the budget process. 
Chapter IV of this paper provrdes a more detailed d scription of 
the current program. 
Current Trends in oxk Measurement 
The phenomenal growth in auto atic data processing and the 
ever increasing role of the computer in management and management 
technology are so all encompassing and profound that change-- change 
in management philosophy, change in management systems, change in 
organization--is almost the order of the day. Thomas isler, in 
his article "The Manager and the Computer" states rather vividly: 
While factory automation has already generated 
some large-scale problems of change, we haven ' t really 
begun to feel the full impact of the new discoverie 
in computer technology and management science . The 
problems coming up will be concentrated at the 
managerial level . They will evolve from changes 
induced in organizations by the combination of computers 
and management science--by information technology. 
They are the problems of the 1960 ' s and 1970 ' s . 2 
ork measurement and work measurement systems provide 
management with information--information used in planning, 
2Thomas L. isler, "The Manager and the Computer," 
The Journal of Accountancz (January, 1965), pp . 27-32 . . 
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performance evaluation, and control . As the technology o! 
information changes under computer applications, work measurement 
and work measurement systems most certainly will be reappraised 
and modified accordingly. Leavitt and Whisler indicate the 
impact on planning and performance caused by changing information 
technology . They state in their article, "Management in the 
1980 •s": 
Information technology should move the boundary 
between planning and performance upward . Just as 
planning was taken from the hourly worker and given 
to the industrial engineer, we now expect it to be 
taken from a number of middle managers and given to 
as yet largely nonexistent specialists: "operations 
researchers," p rhaps , or "organizational analysts . " 
Jobs at today 1s middle-management level will become 
highly structured . Much more of the work will be 
programed, i . e . , covered by sets of operating rules 
governing the day-to-day decisions that are made . l 
orkload and manpower data (as provided by work measurement 
are fundamental imputs into money decision making functions of 
management, i . e . , manpower utilization and control, budgeting, etc . 
John Diebold indicates that there will be much more emphasis on 
data utilization for better decision making: 
Today an ability to make correct decisions most of 
the time on the basis of inadequate information is a 
mark of the good manager, even on th middle management 
level . In the future , t he good middle management 
executive will b distinguished by his ability to 
utilize all the data before making a decision, and then 
to make a2decision in accordance with the dictates of the data . 
1Haro1d J . Leavitt and Thomas L. Whisler, "Management in 
the 1980 ' s," Harvard Business Review, XXXVI, No . 6 (November-
December, 1958), pp . 41-48 . 
2John Diebold , "John Diebold Answers Twenty Questions , " 
Automatic Data Processing, March 1959 . 
• 
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Just how much work measurement is required, how it is 
accomplished, and what necessary information is provided for 
decision making depends on and will increasingly depend on the 
computer based systems and their effect on what work is performed, 
who performs the work, and how the work is performed . 
Atypical of recent efforts to develop new approaches to 
work measurement in consideration of the computer environment is 
the Resource Allocation and Control feohn1que (REACT). REACT ls 
a special application of linear programming for manpower control 
and is designed to give management the leverage and perspective 
it needs for the control of manpower in administrative and 
technical areas . l This measurement and control approach 
recognizes the impact of the computer on what work is being done 
and who is doing it in the white- collar areas . As more and more 
clerical work is automated, the remaining tasks and the new tasks 
created by computers require higher skill levels; those of an 
administrative and technical nature . These tasks are difficult to 
measure and control with conventional work measurement techniques. 
The computer has facilitated the use of linear programming and the 
efficient handling of data associated with its application to 
manpower control . 
Essentially, REACT is a manpow r control system designed 
tor activities that require more precise methods tor planning, 
lwilliam G. Bruner, "REACT tor Precise Manpower Control," 




scheduling, and controlling work . 1 The system is computer- based 
and correlates workforce with workload by comparing manhour , 
skill, and cost inputs with the work outputs produced by a group 
of people . 
The program describes the distribution of workload in 
terms of employe skills and matches the work to be done with the 
manpower resources available . lthough REACT is not based on work 
m asurement as such, workload is allocated and performance is 
measured using a type of standard or target . Engineered time 
standards are not used . Reporting of time and production are 
required . 
Work assignments are made by the computer using updated 
cost , p rformanc , and backlog data . REACT reports measure 
accompl shment in terms of schedule, manpower utilization, and 
cost performance on each of the t asks, activities , or units 
completed by th employees . 2 
Among the several unique features which are claimed to 
make REACT up rior to other types of control are: group oriented 
study of operations prior to installation; standards are not fixed, 
but vary with performanc and w th worker assignment; performance 
reports are based on actual conditions, rather than ideal 
circumstances yet to be realized; supervisors nd employees are 
motivated to improve performance in small progressive steps, and 






the computerized program minimizes manual handling of data and has 
built-in flexibility for imput/output changes . l 
As data automation and the computer continue to impact 
constant change in management and management information systems, 
new approaches to measuring and controlling work, uch as REACT, 
will undoubtedly be the major trend in work measurement 
development . 
Summary 
The preceding pages have identified the basic objectives 
of work measurement common and peculiar to both industry and 
government; a definition of work measurement related to its use as 
a system; and; a philosophy of work measurem nt based on the 
underlying practical need of. knowing "how much . " 
ork measurement generally serves three broad major 
purposes . Management control and budget formulation , ju tification 
and control are the two most significant uses . Management planning 
can be well served by a work measurement system where time 
standards and workload information are used to determine personnel 
and work scheduling requirements . 
Work measurement in private industry has been associated 
primarily with production line job standard and wage incentive 
programs . In recent years the use of work mea urement has spread 
to areas outside of manufact uring to the office and clerical areas 




of all types of business firms. Increasing labor costs and 
proportion of the labor force in white-collar areas have prompted 
management to employ work measurement as a mean of increa ing 
productivity and decreasing costs . 
The growth of work measurement in the Federal government is 
attributed primarily to the concept of performance budg ting. 
Since orld ar II the emphasis on work m surement ha paralleled 
the Executive Branch ' s emphasis on improved budgeting and increased 
efficiency in government operations . The avy Department, 
particularly the upply Systems Command, was leader in the early 
development and application of work measurem nt for budget and 
manpower control purposes . 
urrent trends in work measurement ar greatly affect d, 
as re all other management systems, by the growth in automatic 
data proces ing and the changes constantly occurring in information 
technology caused by computer application • ork mea urement 
techniques and systems are being reexamin d in light of computer 
technology . estions concerning what work to easure and how b st 
to measure it need to be answered . One approach to work measur -
ment in the administrative and technical areas has been to use the 
computer ~o help solve measurement problems . Co puter-based 
manpower control systems , such as REACT, are in existence today . 
' 
CHAPTER III 
WORK MEA~ UREMENT TSCHNI UES 
Generally speaking, there are two kinds of work measure-
ment--first, the traditional industrial engineering kind where 
performance standards are determined by time study or other 
engineering measurement t chniques; and second, the statistical 
kind where "yardsticks" are developed from a statistical analysis 
of past performance data . 
The essential difference between the two kinds of work 
measurement is that in the industrial engineering kind , 
performance time standards are established from an analysis and 
timing of individual and selected operations, whereas the 
statistical standards are established for performance based upon 
the experience of groups of people doing a certain k1nd of work 
for a given period of time . The latter measure is of a broader 
character than that provided by the engineered performance 
standards . Both types of work measurement have their place in the 
application of work measurement systems . 
his chapter is devoted to defining the major terminology 
found in work measurement and to examine in appropriate detail the 
major time measurement techniques associated with the engineered 






The work count is the foundation for work measurement 
application. 1 In fact , it is a form of measurement in itself . 
Knowledge of the number of work units produced in a given time 
period provides the basis for comparing the production of one 
period with another . 
The key factor in any work count application i , of 
course, the work unit being counted . A work unit is generally 
expressed in term of the physical items produced, and is select ed 
as the most practical unit of production or accomplishment at the 
level (usually either organizational or functional) at which the 
work is physically performed . 
The following criteria for selecting valid work units for 
measurement purposes are generally regard d to be the most 
significant . 2 
ork 
1 . he work unit must be countable; i . e . , expressed 
in quantitative terms such as line items, containers, etc . 
2 . The work unit must express output; that is , 
volume of work completed, such as line it ms processed 
or containers packed. 
3. The work unit must reflect ork effort . The 
work unit which measures th results of work performed 
may not necessarily measure the effort expended in 
performing that work. For example, results of processing 
r quisitions may be in terms of line items issued, 
whereas work effort might be measured in terms of 
requisitions processed; for if a large number of 
requisitions do not result in issu there may be 
considerable difference between line items issued and 
requisitions processed . 
l Brush, op . cit . , p. 150. 
2u. s ., Department of the Navy , Manual for the Integrated 
Measurement Program, op . cit . , pp . 35- 36 . 
• 
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4 . The work unit must have consistency; i . e., 
the unit must have th same meaning throughout the 
organization and from one period to another . 
Similar work must be measured in the same work units 
by the same methods of counting and reporting. 
5. The work unit must be expressed in familiar 
terminology; familiar to those who report, compile 
and use the data • 
Time Unit 
A working day, in measurement terms, is ordinarily divided 
into "productive" and "nonproductive" time . Productive time is: 
"That time during which an employee is in a work status"; i . e . , 
"the time spent in actually performing work chargeable to an 
operation, including time worked in excess of the normal working 
day, together with appropriate rest periods, and necessary stand-by 
time chargeable to the operation. "1 Nonproductive time is defined 
as: "All periods out of the work day that an employee spends away 
from his work station, including time on paid or unpaid leave, or 
in special training. "2 
A time unit sel cted should apply to all hours ot 
productive and non-productive time so that all of an employee ' s 
time may be accounted for and properly r lated to the unit of 
output. The time unit selected should be:3 
(1) Easily recorded and reported . 
(2) Capable ot verification by official time or 
attendance records . 
(3) An accurate reflection of actual time spent 
in the performance of work . 
lBuBud, A ork Measurement System, op. cit . , p. 17. 
2~. 
3u. s. , Department of the Navy, Manual for the Integrated 
ork Measurement Program, op . cit ., p, 38. 
• 
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(4) Comparable over a period of time . 
(5) A suitable means to distinguish among t he 
different types of work in which time is spent . 
The man-hour is the most common time unit used in work 
measurement . The man-hour is a unit by which employees can record 
their time on a continuous basis with reasonable preoision and a 
minimum of paper work . l 
ork Standards 
In the broadest sense a standard may be defined as a 
method, means or procedure to b used as a guide or model for 
carrying out a specific typ of task . 2 Defined in this way , a 
standard is a set of instructions , or specifications , for the 
performance of a given task . L work standard is more properly 
a measure of accomplishm nt that should be attained in a specified 
activity under specified method and conditions aff ct ing the 
activity. 3 The primary purpose of a work standard is to provide 
a basis for evaluating performance against a benchmark . A work 
standard is normally expre sed in time allowed per work unit . 
In some cases , where the standards are group- based , the standard 
is expr ssed in terms of number of work-units to be accomplished 
in an allo~ed amount of time- -i . e ., a production rate . ork 
standards can be clas ified under three general kinds . They are: 
1~ • • p. 39 . 
• p . 161. 
3Brush , op . cit . , p . 153 . 
• 
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1 . Subjective.--Simply stated, hls· is a rule- of-thumb 
type of standard based upon the experience, opinion and judgment 
of an individual . Normally this type of standard is established 
by a supervisor for his own use . Quite often production records 
exist which are not based on the kind of work and time units that 
are needed for work-measurement purposes . Such records, 
neverthel ss, may offer quantitative information good enough to 
improve the subjective estimates being used as standards . 
Standards established by these methods can be s t quickly; but 
that very tact is one of the main arguments against th ir use . 
There may be considerable disagr ement concerning the standard ' s 
accur cy and applicability. 
2. Statistical Standards . - - T is type of standard is 
developed by using past records of time and production to 
ascertain the average time per unit of work . The statistical work 
measurement standard combines sound statistical experience and 
analysis with the judgment of management that provides a standard 
more reliable than a subjective standard . The statistical method 
is flexible and can be applied at different levels of work in 
varying (but not unlimited) degrees of ork standardization. This 
type of standard provides a fairly ound basis for comparison of 
performance and guidance for improving this performance . Because 
the unit times are based on historical data, th standards do not 
provide what the unit time "should be . " 
• 
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3. Engineered Standards . --This type of standard is 
developed through extensive detailed analysis and precision 
measurement using an engineered time measurement technique . 
Engineered s t andards involve both method and time analysis and 
are time-consuming to establish and maintain. An engineer d time 
standard may be more completely defined as: The amount of time 
required to perform a given task, following a prescribed method, 
by an individual possessing average skill and exerting average 
effort, under normal conditions . Th remainder of this chapter is 
devoted to the examination of the major measurement techniques 
used in developing this kind of a standard. 
Methods and Time Study 
D finition and Background 
Methods and time s t udy is that branch of knowledge dealing 
with th scientific determination of preferable work met hods , t he 
appraisal, in terms of time, of the value of work involving human 
activity, and the development of mat erial required to make pract ical 
use of these data . l 
The first book n tim study in the United States was 
written in 1920 by Dwight v. Merrick , a t ime study man who worked 
lMarvin E. Mundel , Motion and Tim tudy-- ?rinciples and 
Practice (New York: Prentice- Hall, Inc ., 1950) , p . 1 . 
• 
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with~ . • Taylor, the so-called "bather of Scientific Manage-
ment . "1 First known imply as "time study," the procedure later 
added "motion study. " As the study of op rater motions was 
expanded to include the machine, materials, workplace, and the 
general working environment , the technique came to be known as 
"methods and time study . " 
lthough time studies were ade in France and ngland 
prior to 1920, Taylor ' s time study work at the Midvale teel 
Company, starting in 1881, developed more detail by breaking down 
operations into lements . 2 An element in time study is the 
smallest number of motions th t can be practically isolate , and 
for which dependable elapsed times can be det rmined . Frank B. 
Gilbreth and his wife subsequently developed many of the improved 
techniques used in the study of motions which are common to the 
elements of machine and assembly-operator operations . 
The methods study phase may be more completely defined as 
a procedure for scientific analysis of work methods , considering 
(a) the materials used in the product, (b) the design of the 
product, (c) the process or order of work, (d) the tools, 
workplace, and equipment used in the process, and (e) the hand and 
body motions used in each step of the process in order to determine 
a preferable work method . It has long been recognized that there 





is no one "bestn method for performing a given task . However , 
through the use of scientific method study procedures , improvement 
can be made in the five factors mentioned above and can result i n 
the overall achiev ment of "better" or preferred method • Th 
criterion of preference is usually economy of money, but ease or 
economy of human effort, economy of time, or economy ot material 
frequently may take precedence . 1 
The time s~udy phase may be defined as "a procedure tor 
determining the amount of time required, under certain standard 
conditions of measurement, for task involving some human 
activ1ty. "2 It is difficult to separate compl etely the two 
phases--methods study and t ime study . Each complements the ot her . 
The methods study , hile establ1 hing a preferred method, provides 
a detailed description of th job usually in t he form of a writ t en 
standard practice, a necessary requirem nt for an elem ntal t i me 
study. 3 Also, t ime measurements are often part of the basis 
upon which alternative methods are compared . 
Motion and time study can b considered as a measurement 
technique involving three phases of activity• method determination, 
time appraisal, and development of data for application. The 
application of the data , for work measurement purposes , is usually 
development of the time study data into a time standard expressive 
of the allowed t ime to perform a specific task or to acco~plish a 






single unit of output . 
Time Study Procedure 
Tho most common type of time st dy, using a stop watch, 
generally consi ts of the following major st ps . First, the job 
is studied f r methods improvement and th resulting preferred 
methods are taught to the operator . Second, the various elements 
to be timed ar identified and sufficient stop watch readings 
of each are r corded by obs rving a qualified operator to obtain 
statistically valid av rage perform nee ti es . r each lement . 
Third, the t1 e study analy t mu t, whil conducting the time 
study, observe and judge th skill and effort 1 v ls of th 
operator performing the task . Performanc rating is required 
sino valid tim standar s rely on finding th time for an 
average operator mploying a consistent ethod with av rage skill 
and effort under av rage conditions . Any partie lar op rator 
being studied may vary from this norm. His actual performance 
time must be djusted if the t1 e is to be us d in the development 
of a standard meeting e above require nts . uoh adjusted 
actual times are ref rred to as "leveled" tim s .. In most tim 
studies each individual le ent is "leveled" based on the 
performance rating procedur • 
Ther are two major methods of atop watch i ing. The 
repetitive or snap- back method consists of timing each element by 
starting the stop watch at z ro reading at the beginning of each 
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element . In order to do this the stop watch is reset to zero at 
the end of each element . This method limits the amount of 
arithmetic computation by providing element times directly; 
however, some inaccuracies may result in using this method . 
~ental lag and slowness in snapping the watch back to zero can 
introduce error in timing that will result in inaccurate final 
times . 
The continuous method of timing requires that the stop 
watch remain running th duration of an entire study, the el 
readings being made as the watch mov s and wherever the hands 
happen to be as each element is completed. lemental times are 
r corded in sequence as they occur while th watch is running . 
In order to do this accurately the analyst must be familiar with 
each element description and its start and stop point . This 
method gives a series of readings, each of which must be 
subtracted from the preceding reading in order to obtain the 
elapsed elemental time . The continuous method requires 
concentration and ental agility in order to observe the exact 
time when el·ements are completed and record the time . mong most 
time study analysts, the continuous method of timing is believed 
to give the moat valid time data . 1 This method accounts for every 
minute of the time study; it minimizes the danger ot omitting 
elements; and it eliminates 1naccur olea caused by the watch 
manipulations required in the snap-back method . 
1Brush, op . cit . , p . 162 . 
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One of t he chief advantages of t he continuous method over 
the repetitive et hod of s to p a tch s t udy is that it i s quite easy 
to rationalize the study with the operator if he has any questions 
to rals after it is co pleted . l If the exact clock starting time 
of th time study is recorded on t h time study sheet as well as 
the clock time at he complet ion of t he study then the otal 
elaps d tl e can be compared to t he total top watch t lme to 
determine wheth r t he s t op watch readi ng is approximat ely correct . 
Thi s compar ison t o t otal el apsed t me often serves to alleviate 
the fears of the operator concerning foreign elements , short 
cycles , out of sequence elements , and mi s d readings . The 
examination of the e t wo mos t popular m thods (there are others 
such as accumulative timing and cycle ti ing) ser s to i llustrate 
the need for ccuracy in use of t he s t op watch and abil i ty on the 
part of h analy t in mploying t he time tudy approach to 
measuring work . 
fter obtaining a sufficient number of element t i me values 
and adjusting these ti e for average performance, cert a in 
addition o~ time must be made before a final time s t andard can be 
e tablished . uch time or percent age adju tments ar r eferred to 
a allowances . 2 One additive includes those necessary s teps or 
parts of the total job that were not directly measured by the time 
tudy . Illustrative of t his type of allowance are , fo r example; 
and ranklin H. ayha, .Engineered 
Industrial Pr s , 1966 ) , p. 473 . ork 
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2. Time study is a technique more universally recognized 
and understood by all concerned parties . l 
3 Time study provides a r liable and accepted technique 
for the following major purposes: 
a . stablishing time standards for incentive wages 
and for performance evaluation . 
b . stablishing time standards for determi ing the 
number of workers necessary to accomplish a given workload . 
o. atablishing time standards for u e in scheduling 
and con rolling work through an organization or proces • 
d. aluating methods improvem nt proposals through 
comparison of time data developed for each proposal based on time 
studies . 
Disadvan·tages of ime tudy 
The most referred to, and probably most significant 
disadv ntage of the time study procedure is the role of judgment 
in de rmin ng the final allowed time . The process of timing an 
operation with a top watch 1s quite mechanical when being 
accompl hed by a trained and experienced analy t. The rating of 
he operator ' s p rformanoe--e . g . , skill and effort--during the 
operation is a pure judgmen process on the part of the time study 
analyst . Although tra n ng and xperience h lp in thls area too, 
bee use it s human judgm nt that must be relied upon, the ent ire 
ti e study procedure is subject to question and criticism. The 
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criticism does not stem s olely from the fact t hat judgment is used 
i n t his "scientific a pproach to work measurement," for a great 
deal depends on t he investiga or ' s judgment even in sciences as 
esteemed a physics . However, the critics point out , rules of 
exper ment al nference demand that estimating procedures be 
independ nt of the observer . 1 orker performance rat i ng in t ime 
s t udy is , of cour e , accomplished by the analyst recording t he 
element times . Although s t andard rating criteria have been 
developed and accepted by most in the time s t udy fie l d , it appears 
t hat the performance judgment step in the time study t echnique 
has marked the entir process wit h an "error rate" factor higher 
t han it probably des rves . 
Predetermined Time Systems 
he use . of predetermined time systems in the measurement 
of work provides another technique for the development of 
engineered performance standards . Professor Delmar Karger in his 
mgineered ork l-ieasurement offers the follo ing def i nit ion of 
predetermined t ime systems . 2 
A pr edet ermined time system is an organized body of 
information, procedures , and techniques employed in the 
s t udy and evaluat ion of work el ement s performed by human 
ow r in terms of the method or motions used , their 
gen ral and specific nat ure , t he condit i ons under which 
they occur, and the application of prestandardized or 
prede t ermined times which their performance requires . 
lAdam Abruzzi , ork , Workers and Work Heasu1·ement (Morning-
side Height s , New York : Col umbia University Press , 1956), p. 26 . 
2Karger and Bayha , op cit., p. 35. 
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The factors of motions and elapsed times have been 
recogniz d as t he major consideration in engin red work measure-
ment since the days of Taylor and the Gilbreths . iowever , i t has 
not b en until rather recently that the significant relationship 
b tw en the t o has been fully understood and mployed . It has 
been accepted that attention should be given to both th moti ons 
and the elapsed times involved in work performance if maj or 
benefits are to result from any form of work measurement . Today 
the principle is being followed in methods engineering and places 
the development and application of pred term1ned time syst ems on 
a sound scientific basis . he basic key to pr determined t ime 
syste s is the fact that variation in the times required t o 
p rform th same motion are basically small for different workers 
who hav had sufficient practice . l 
r det 'rmined i e systems were slow in development, wit h 
only th e d1ff re~t yst ms in u e during th 1930-1940 period. 2 
ith the shortage of material and manpower brought abou by World 
ar I, American in ustry was aced with the need for large 
increa es 1n productivity in relati ely hort period of time . 
Indu try ~s force to p y mor attention to labor- saving devices 
and manpower/management control . From the war period on t hrough 
th 1950 ' predetermined time ystems increased in number and 
th ir application spread as competition and costs continued t he 
need for ffective manpower measure ent and control . The 
1~. , p . 3r . 
2~. , p . 33 . 
• 
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application of these systems spread from the shops and factories 
to the office and white collar areas of the more progressive 
businesses and government agencies . 
I~jor Predetermined Time System 
on-- Time Analzsis 
This system was dev loped in 1924 by 1 a • B. egur and 
is p rpetuated by the A. B. Segur Company. It was he firs t known 
to b developed and is considered the oldest . Little is known 
about the system b cause its data are tightly controlled by the 
Segur Company . MT , the abbreviation for·this ystem, has mo tion 
categori s based on physiological principles, variable times tor 
variable motions , rules of usage, and an approach to motion 
combinations . The system i considered sound based on its long 
lifespan and utilization by many firms . l 
Work-~actor 
~he ark-Factor system was developed by Joseph ick and 
his associates . It was founded on accumulations of stop wat ch 
stud es, plus other measurement aids , over a long period at t he 
Radio Corporation of America . The ystem is the trade- mark of t he 
ork-~actor Company which provides the system with cons l t ant 
or - f c or has several sets of data . ach is designed 
o prov de a degree of accuracy based on management needs and t he 
giv n situation. 
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res t, moves , and again comes t o rest. 1 This concept of a basic 
motion differs from that of ~ethods -Time Mea urement . Other minor 
motions are considered to occur in the MTM system under the 
description of a "basic motion" as identified in BMT .. 
Methods ime Meaaur ment 
Methods - Time easurement is the only predetermined time 
system hose entire data , including the basic research , has been 
made available to the general public . The system was developed 
at the ethods gineering Council , Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, by 
Messrs Harold B. Maynard , Gus t ave J . Stegemerten, and John L. 
Schuab . he preliminary wo r k was done at the estinghouse 
lectric Corporat ion in t he early 1940 ' s , with the f i rst MTM text 
appear ing in 1948 . The official MTM definition is : 
1ethods-time measurement is a procedure which 
analyzes any manual operation or method into the 
basic motions required t o perform it and assigns t o 
each motion a predetermined time standard ich is 
determined by the nat ure of the mo t ion and t e 
conditions under which i t is made . 2 
The Methods-Time Measurement system is controlled and 
maintained by the MT11 ssocietion for Standards and Research. 
This association has as its purpo e to : widen acceptance for the 
proper use of MTM; conduct basic and applied research i the field 
of methods-time measurement; es t ablish standard or hi$11 fluality 
lRal ph Presgr ave , "s t andar di zation of Wor Measurement, .. 
H. B. Maynard, ed . , In us t rial Engineering Handbook , p . 4-92 . . 
2 .. r ld B. ynard , Gu tave J . Stege erteu, nd John L. 
Schuab , 1-.Lethods Ti me Measurement (New Yor k : McGr aw Hill Book 
Company , I. c , 1948), p . 12 . 
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in t he use of MTM; and , t o compile and provide to members current 
information pertaining t o the development and applicat ion of 
Methods- Time Measurement. ! Through the efforts of t his association 
and because the syst em is available to the public , MTM is widely 
employed both in private industry and government on a world- wide 
basis 
There are many other predetermined time systems in us 
today . The following list ident ities some of the more often 





Wes t ern Electric 
Body Member MOvement s 
Dimensional Motion Times 
Element al Time Standards 
Predetermined Time Syst ems Procedures 
In predet ermined time sys t ems , tasks are broken down into 
much smaller elements t han in t ime s t udy. Elements in time study 
are made up of many human motions grouped together for convenience 
and accuracy in t iming by s t op watch . Stop watches are not 
required when applying predetermined time systems because basic 
lKarger and Bayha, op . cit . , p. 64. 
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human motions have predetermined time values established for them. 
Thus, when applying predetermined time systems, basic body motions 
such as reaches, grasps, moves of fingers, hands, arms and other 
body motions, as necessary, are identified and recorded. Time 
values are then r corded for these motions as provided in the data 
developed for the system. By adding the time values recorded for 
a given operation following a prescribed motion pattern, the total 
time to perform the task is determined Most predetermined time 
systems have the "leveling factor" already built into the time 
data. This eliminates the need for performance rating on the part 
of the analyst at the time of system application. To the sum of 
the recorded times are added the usual allowance for delays, 
personal and fatigue factors to arrive at a final standard or 
allowed time. 
Advantages of Predetermined Time Systems 
1. Because most predetermined time systems have the 
"leveling factor" already built into them, the performance of the 
operator or operators performing a task measured by this system 
does not have to be rated for skill and effort. This eliminates 
one of the major disadvantages attributed to time study--the 
observer making a personal judgment of an operator ' s performance. 
The time data in these systems are adjusted to "normal performance" 
when they are originally developed, after extensive research and 
testing by experts. 
• 
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2 . Predetermined time systems do not necessarily require 
that an operator perform the task to be measured. The analyst, 
when fully trained and experienced in the system, can himself 
visualize (and perfor if helpful) the motion pattern necessar7 
to perform the task and can record those motions away from the 
actual work site . 
3 . Working with the basic motion pattern of a task, the 
anal7st can improve the operation as he develops the job time. 
He can visualize and test alternate methods and motion patterns to 
arrive at the most economical method. 
4 . Operator training is not required on a new task prior 
to development of a job standard using a predetermined time 
system. 
Disadvantages of Predetermined Time Systems 
1 . Although predetermined time systems are easy to 
understand in theory and have complete time data already available, 
they require considerable training and experience on the part of 
the analyst before speed and accuracy of application can be 
expected. Many systems have finite and complicated motions and 
motion patterns that are difficult to observe or visualize without 
the proper training and experience. Confidence on the analyst ' s 
part is important and is related to the complexity of the system 
and his experience with it. For this reason many analysts revert 
to time study in situations when a predetermined time system may 
be more appropriate . 
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2 . The great detail of motions and time data found in 
most systems makes the application of these syst ms, even when 
employed by experienced analysts , more tim - consuming than stop 
watch studies . This is especially true in operations where task 
cycles are relatively long and involve a variety of motion 
patterns . The determination of which technique to use , time study 
or a predetermined time system, often rests with this consideratio 
Other factors, however, must be considered that make the choice of 
techniques more difficult . 
Work Sampling 
One of the more promising tools with which the methods 
engineer has to improve his results, principally in the areas of 
indirect standards and determining allowances without using all- day 
time studies, is known as Work Sampling. A. S. M. E. Standard 106 
entitled "Industrial Engineering Terminology" defines work 
sampling as "a stat istical sampling technique employed t o determine 
the proportion of delays or other classifications of activity 
present in t he total work cycle . " 
Work sampling was originally introduced in Great Britain 
by L. H. o. Tippett in studies ot textile industry machines and 
operators . The technique ot measurement was referred to as ratio -
delay because its initial use was to measure the percentage of 
time a machine or man was either working or idle . Work sampling 
was first used in the Uni t ed States in 1940.1 This method of work 
lRalph M. Barnes , Mo t ion and Time Study (New York : John 
Wiley and Sons, Inc ., 1963) , p. 517 . 
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measurement is becoming more and more popular becau e of its 
simplicity and broad coverage in less time than either time study 
or predetermined time systems . 
Work Sampling Procedure 
In essence, the work sampling proc dure relies on 
statistical concepts related to probability theory (as in 
statistical quality control) to reduce the amount of work (number 
of readings or sample size) required to obtain an average value 
for a measurable unit to a specified degree of accuracy for the 
element or elements being measured . Information regarding 
happenings during a whole period of time can be predicted within 
known limits of mathematical validity by taking the proper number 
ot random samples throughout the entire period of time. The work 
sampling procedure can be used to develop, with only a limited 
number of observations, such things as a percentage delay due to 
one or more causes and frequency of occurrence of irregular 
elements. Sampling procedures are used in time study and 
predetermined time systems to develop allowance percentages for 
walking, talking, etc. 
ork sampling procedures can also be used to develop 
performance times for labor standards . By observing and recording, 
during the sampling process, various productiv tasks and 
maintaining associated work counts tor these tasks, a time can be 
established for performing each task . If the observer rates the 
performance of the operators during the study period for skill and 
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effort, a performance standard similar to time studT standards 
can be established . 
to overcome the problem of rating the performance of the 
operators an approach is sometimes used combining predetermined 
time STStems, which alreadT have leveled time values, and the 
work sampling technique . BT measuring several of the major 
productive jobs bT both the predetermined time STstem and work 
sampling, a factor 1 developed representing the average 
performance level of the group being studied . This factor is then 
applied to the other tasks measured solely by work sampling to 
adjust these times to average or normal times. GenerallT, work 
sampling for developing performance standards is limited to work 
that is not highlT repetitive . l 
Advant ages and Disadvantages of Work Sampling 
The following list of advantages and disadvantages of work 
sampling in comparison with time studT was initiallT prepared bT 
Professor Barnes . 2 The comments concerning work sampling and 
predetermined time systems were initially prepared by o. K. 
Phillips, and are shown in parentheses . 3 
lKarger and BaTha, op . cit ., p. 562. 
2Barnes, op. cit., p. 532 . 
30harles Klingelhofer Phillips, "A SurveT of Standard 
Data--Its Evaluation, Uses, and Problems'·' (Unpublished Master 1 s 
Thesis, College of General Studies, The George ashington 
UniversitT, Washington, D. 0. ), p . 45 . 
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Advantages 
1 . Many operations or activities which are impractical 
or costly to measure by time study (or predetermined 
systems) can readily be me sured by work sampling. 
2. A simultaneous work sampling study of several 
operators or machines may be made by a single observer . 
Ordinarily an analyst is needed for each operator or 
machine when continuous time studies are made . (Continuous 
or grou~ studies are not possible with predetermined time 
systems) . 
3 . It usually requires fewer man hours and costs less 
to make a work sampling study than it does to make a 
continuous time s t udy . ~he cost may be as little as 5 to 
50% of cost of the continuous time study, 
4. Observations may be taken over a period of days or 
weeks, thus decreasing the change of day to day or w ek to 
week variations affecting results. (~his also is true of 
predetermined time systems if motion patterns are determined 
from one- time observation of operator . However, pattern 
should normally be checked with both operator and 
supervisor . ) 
5. ~here is less chance of obtaining misleading 
results as the operators are not under close observation 
for long periods of time. When a worker is observed 
continuously for an entire day, it is unlikely that he 
will follow his usual routine exactly . 
6. It is not necessary to use trained time study 
analysts (or predetermined time system analysts) as 
observers for work sampling studies unless performance 
sampling is required . However , if a time standard or 
performance index is to be established, then an 
experienced time study analyst (or predetermined system 
analyst) must be used . 
1. A work sampling study may be interrupted at any 
time without affecting results . (Same is true of 
predetermined systems analysis.) 
8. Work sampling measurements may be made with a 
preassigned degree of reliability. ~hus the results 
are more meaningful to those not conversant with the 
methods used in collecting the information. (Consistency 
is one of the advantages claimed by predetermined time 
systems . ) 
9 . ith work sampling the analyst makes an 
instantaneous observation of the operator at random 
intervals during the day, thus making prolonged time 
studies unnecessary. (Prolonged observation is 




1. Ordinarily work sampling is not economical tor 
studying a single operator or machine, or tor tudying 
op~rators or machines located over wide areas . The 
observer spends too great a proportion ot his time 
walking to and from the work place or walking from one 
work place to another. Also, time study, elemental 
data, or motion-time data are preterr d for establish-
ing time standards tor short cycle repetitive operations. 
2. Time study permits a finer breakdown of 
activities (so does PTS) and delays (PTS cannot eaaure 
delays) than is possible with work sampling. ork 
sampling cannot provide as much detailed information 
as one can get from time study (or PTS) . 
3 . The operator may change his work pattern upon 
sight of the observer. If this occur , the results of 
such a work sampling study may be ot little value. 
4. A work sampling study mad ot a group obviously 
presents average results, and there is no information 
as to the magnitude ot the individual differences . (PTS does not measure groups.) 
5. Management and workers may not understand 
statistical work sampling as readily as they do time 
study (or PTS). 
6 . In certain kinds of work sampling studies, no 
record is made of the method used by the operator. 
Therefore, an entirely new study must be made when a 
method change occurs in any element. 
Standard Time Data 
Definition and Background 
Although standard time data is classified separately as a 
method of measurement it is a system or really a concept that 
makes use of basic time d ta generated by other time measurement 
systems. Standar time data is a logical outgrowth ot industrial 
engineering efforts to gain accurate results quickly and to use 
all existing information available. 
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Standard time data is defined in A. s . M. E. Standard 106, 
"Industrial Engineering Terminology" as: 
A compilation ot all the elements that are used 
tor performing a given class of work with normal 
element time values for each element . The data are 
used as a basis for determining time standards on 
work similar to that from which the data were 
determined without making actual t1me studies. 
Standard Time Data Procedures 
Standard time data is employed essentially the same as a 
predetermined time system. A specific task is reviewed and a 
preferred method is established . Then, depending on the type ot 
standard time data being utilized, the elements or series of 
elements are identified, classified and assigned times trom the 
appropriate standard time data tables . The most dif£icult step 
in the application ot standard time data is determining the 
correct "tit" of the time data to the task being measured . All 
times in standard time data represent specific motion patterns 
categorized to reflect a standard method of accomplishment . If 
the motion patterns in the task being measured are not the same 
as in the standard data , or it task elements are different, the 
standard time data will not give valid results . 
In developing performance standards with standard time 
data certain allowances must be added, as with the other basic 
measurement techniques, to arrive at a final job standard . The 
time data in standard data are preleveled times similar to those 
in many predetermined time systems, and performance rating ot the 
operator is not necessary . 
I 
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tandard time data may be developed for tasks that are 
commonly performed and repetitive using time study and/or pre-
determ1n d time systems . In recent years considerable standard 
time data has been prepar d using Methods - Time Measurem nt, a 
popular predetermined time system. The following list of 
published standard time data illustrates some of the areas and 
applications covered by this technique . 
1 . Master Clerical Data is a volume of standard time data 
for clerical and machine accounting operations covering approxi-
mately 80% of the fundament al manual paperwork tasks performed 1n 
an office . It was originally compiled and published by the Naval 
Supply Systems Command , Navy Department, in the late 1950 ' s~ 
2. Mas t er Packing Data is another Navy Department volume 
of standard time data covering the major processes associated with 
packing military mat erial for shipment . It was originally 
published in 1963 . 
Performance Standards i a series of 
publications covering data used for estimat ing public works type 
maintenance and repair work . Included are such areas as carpent ry, 
painting, plumbing, etc . The data were developed and published by 
the Naval Facilities Engineering Command, Navy Department, and are 
extensively in use at naval installations . 
4. Yale and Towne Dat a are standard time data developed by 
the firm originally of that name for use with their fork 11ft 
equipment . The data have been used ext ensively in t he Navy in 




5. Materials Handling tandard Time Data is a volume of 
standard d ta covering military warehousing functions . The data 
were originally dev lop d for the ar housing Gross Performance 
Measurem nt ystem, a Departm nt of Defense manpower measurement 
system • h data consist of structur d set of time data 
supporting the measurement system and covering such functions as 
receiving, 1 suing, packing and shipping military m ter1al . The 
data were officially published in March of 1967 . 
' 
6 . Master 
common paper work tasks and are compiled using MTM and a coding 
system that li !nates much of the refer nee and cataloguing 
problems associated with voluminous data. The data were developed 
and published by the Serg A. B1rn Management Consulting firm. 
Advantages ot Standard Time Data 
1 . A major advantage of standard time data is that once 
the time-consuming !fort ot d veloping a detailed motion pattern 
tor a common ele ent has been accomplished, it need not again be 
repeated and is available in the standard data files for direct 
application when needed . 
2 . Standard time data , like predet rmined time system 
data, can be used to develop performance standards in advance of 
the operation actually being perform d and in the development of 
improved methods . 
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3 . Standard time data when properly categorized and 
referenced are transferable, thereby strengthening the work 
measurement capabilities of organizations that cannot afford large 
staffs of industrial or methods engineers. 
4 . Maintenance of performance standards developed from 
standard time data is usually less time-consuming and .hence less 
costly than other basic measurement techniques. 
Disadvantages of Standard Time Data 
1 . The vast amount of time data developed and in use in 
time standards is lost for purposes of standard time data if not 
effectively identified (detailed motion descriptions), categorized 
and referenced for easy look- up. This is an expensive undertaking 
which is often avoided even though the time data could be employed 
again and again in like situations . 
2. Standard time data, because of seeming simplicity of 
application, can be easily misapplied it not carefully checked 
against the operation to be timed. 
3. There are important data concerning the task being 
measured other than the motions involved when applying standard 
time data . For example, the frequency of occurrence of motions 
or elements may be necessary to compute correct cycle times. 
These frequency requirements often involve detailed and time-
consuming sampling or count procedures to obtain. This effort 




Criteria for Es t ablishing and Applying Standards 
There is no universal et ot rules for determining when 
to establish and how best to apply work standards . A with most 
management tools the answer lies with manage ent ' s own ne ds . 
These needs, o! course, vary from organization to organization and 
indeed within the organization. It a work measurement system is 
to be installed or a present system modified, the nature ot the 
work standard, the type of measurement technique, and the use ot 
the yst m information will essentially depend on the following 
major factors: 
job). 
1 . The nature ot the work (clerical, manual labor, etc .). 
2 . Job length (cycle time) and repetativeness . 
3. Volqme of work (stable , fluctuating) . 
4. Number ot employees (the number performing the same 
5. Permanency ot jobs (lite length) . 
6 . Procedures stability (dynamic vs . static systems) . 
7 ~ Organization (vertical vs . functional) . 
8 . Budgeting system (role of work measurement) . 
9. Management planning and control system (manpower 
aspects) . 
10. Problems peculiar to the organization (e.g., cyclical 
work) . 
The above list is by no means complete; however , it serves 
t o illustrate the scope ot the considerations t hat mus t be given 




In this chapter work measurement was examined from the 
standpoint of its narrowest definition-- that is, the speoifics of 
measuring work . In mea uring work there are essentially two kinds 
or ways-- the detailed engineered measurement using industrial 
engineering measuring techniques and the statistical approach 
using historical data . 
Under either kind of measurement it is necessary to 
identify and provide work counts, time units and work standards . 
A work count is a form of measurement itself and derives from work 
units being expressive of physical items produced or acted upon . 
~he time unit, usually expressed in man- hours, is also a form of 
measurement and provides the amount of time consumed by workers 
in accomplishing work . By relating these two basic measures a 
work standard may be developed that expresses time per work unit . 
~he work standard is the "measurement" in work measurement . 
There are three general kinds of work standards--subjective, 
statistical, and engineered . Each has its merits and limitations 
with the degree of accuracy and finiteness ranging from very 
little under the subjective standard to considerable under the 
engineered standard . ~he subjective standard may be considered 
a "judgment" measure, whil the statistical standard may be 
identified as a measure of past performance expressed as a "did 
take" time per work unit . The engineered standard evolves from 
the detailed examination of the work to be measured and the 
• 
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development of time requirements based on scientific and 
engineered determinations . he engineer d standard, then, is 
expressive of "should take" time per work unit . The DUbjective 
and statistical work standards are usually asy to develop and 
apply while the engineered standards are generally costly to 
develop, use, and maintain . The selection of the appropriate 
work standard for a giv n situation will d p nd on many factors, 
least of which will probably b some cost vs . required accuracy 
determination. 
The dev lopment of engineered time standard is 
accomplished by employing variou time measuring techniques . 
Time study, pred termined time systems, work sampling and standard 
time data are the major techniques utilized in establishing 
engine red time standards . Time study is the oldest and best 
understood method . Method study has long been associated with 
time study b cause it was early recognized that prior to 
establishing any valid times for oper tiona a specific method of 
doing the work must be dev loped and pr scribed . ethods study 
often involves a finer analysis of manual operation referred to 
as motion study . The concept of prec ding the measurement of work 
with some form of methods analysis and improvement is recognized 
not only in time study but in other measur ment techniques such as 
predetermined time systems and standard time data . or all 
measurement techniques, the methods (including motions) analysis 
phase provides a job or operation description and elemental 
• 
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breakdown that facilitates the time measurement phase . Time 
study ' s major limitation is the requirement for the time study 
analyst to subjectively rate the performance of the operator being 
timed . This personal judgment process has long been the subject 
of much controversy and has restricted the use of time study in 
many industrial situations . Time study ' s chief advantage is that 
it is, in most cas s, the most economical method of stablishing 
an ngineered standard . 
Both predetermined time systems and standard ti e data are 
time measurement techniques that do not require the use of a stop 
watch . hey are systems that have time data already developed 
and arranged or selective application to jobs or operations based 
on the motions and methods involved . Predetermined time systems 
have time values developed and categorized according to basic 
motions and motion patterns common to the performance of manual 
operations . tandard time data systems are essentially the same 
only with the time data consisting of larger values and covering 
n whole s r1es of motions or operation elements . In both systems, 
by identifying and recording motions/elements, time values can be 
selected from look-up tables, and when added together provide 
total job times . The major advantage of these techniques is that 
the predetermined time data are already adjusted for average 
performance and rating of the operator for skill and effort is 
not required . 
• 
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ork sampling is a statistical measurement technique b sed 
on the laws of probability . he techniqu consists of making 
random observat ons of individual orkers and their work. Its 
major contribution to work measurement has be n to provide 
occurrence and duration information on job delays and portions of 
operations not m asured by ot her techniques . Its major advant age 
is that large quantiti s of measur ment data can be obtained by 
few analysts covering a work area . The technique is li ited when 
finite measurem nt is required . 
The selection for use of any of the techniques described 
is most often controlled by the nature of the work, the purpose of 
measurement , and the availability of trained analysts . In most 
cases , a successful work me eurement program using engineered 
standards will employ more than one measurement technique and will 
ut ilize each to supplement and/or complement the others . For 
example: A particular operation being performed by a worker may 
have the more highly repetitive and shorter elements measured by 
a predetermined time system or standard time data , while the 
longer and less r petitiv elements may be measured by time study. 
Delay allowances may be developed through work sampling . The 
final work standard would include the measurement re ul s of all 
three (or four) techniques . 
In selecting engineered measurement techniques and , for 
that matter , the type of work standards to be utilized in a work 
measurement program, several factors must be studied and evaluated . 
• 
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Ohief among those listed in this chapter are those dealing with 
change . Nothing can be more costly or disastrous to a work 
measurement program than the factor of change; change in work , 
change in workload, change in systems and proc dures , to name a 
few . In most cases of change, particularly in systems and 
procedures, time standards are affected and if not invalidated 
they lose much of the accuracy or significance for which they were 
originally established . The effects of change must be examined 
and weighed to determine the type of standards coverage, the scope 
of standards coverage and the depth of standards coverag • These 
factors determine the measurement approach (statistical or 
engineered) and the measurement techniques (time study, etc . ) . 
In turn, then, both expected results and expected costs must be 
compared and evaluated for these factors before selecting the 
approach and the measurement technique . 
CHAPTER IV 
ORK MEA UREMENT APPLIC TION 
One of he most important problems confronting the 
majority of managers today is to determine how much manpower is 
needed to adequately accomplish assigned functions . In many 
inetances the most embarrassing question that could be posed to a 
manager is: "How do you determine your manpow r requirements and 
control manpower utilization?" ~~ny applications of work 
measurement today are designed and being used for this essential 
task~ 
Crit ria for Installing ork Measurement 
Before embarking upon a program of work measurement there 
are factors that should be given some faithful attention. The 
following list of rules compiled by illiam H. Brush is not 
necessarily complete, but it provides an indication of the range 
and type of criteria to be considered~ 
1 . First and foremost , make sure that management is 
sold on such plans . 
2 . ducate management and workers in the object1v s 
and workings of the program . amove the mystery . 
3 . ~ind competent people to develop and maintain 




4 . Dase the m asurement on sound principles 
and pract i ces . 
5. o no attempt to apply mea urements where 
a practical unit of measurement cannot be found for 
the operation. he work count should be cl arly 
defined and easily made . 
6 . Make the measurements fair to both the worker 
and the company . 
1. h re wag ncentives are applied , make the 
reward for ex t ra production sufficiently at t ract ive to 
interest the wor er . eep it separate from the 
company ' s base wage program . 
8. ind a way to make th proeram si ple and 
easily understood. A-simple program is t he most 
effective . 
9 . Install a good program for maintaining standards . 
More than one program has failed because standards were 
not properly adjus t ed when the method changes . 
10 . ~stablish a policy of no t changing standards 
unless there is an error in the original calculation of 
the standard or there is a change in method . No t hing 
will break down a measurement plan faster than changing 
standards for ot her reasons ; employees will resist 
arbitrary changes in standards . 
11 . s t ablish an a ccep able basis for de t ermining 
results of the program ~ A sound basis f or comparing 
costs before and aft er measurement go s a long way 
t oward es t ablishing confidence in the plan. 
12 . stablieh a go od personn 1 policy for handling 
displaced persons . Indiscriminat e layoffs or transfers 
will event ually wreck such a program. In many ins t ances , 
normal turnover will t ake care of the problem. 
13 . Help the worker find his full po t ential under 
the program . Encourage and assist him to attain 
standards . 
14 . Finally, af t er a decision has been made t o 
apply measurement in one unit of the company, have the 
courage t o go forward wit h similar plans in other areas 
where measurements can be applied . It will pay 
dividends and will rrassure the workers that all are 
being tl'eated alike . 
he support of management is fundament 1 t o t he successful 
application of work measurement . He cently , a staff industrial 
engineer of Massey Ferguson Industries , Ltd . stat ed: 
lBrush, op , cit ., pp. 181- 183 . 
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• • • To gain full advantage of a work measurement 
program, the import should be felt in practically 
every facet of the organization. In all possible 
areas decisions based on guesswork, r di ion, hunches 
or habit should be based on facts . All too often the 
facts are readily available but not put in use . A 
survey taken of 60 factories with e tablish d work 
mea urement programs showed ha 79% of managers or 
supervisors of the programs felt that the single- most 
important f ctor that res ricted the scope of vh ir 
work was lack of management support . l 
In considering work measurement for control purposes 
additional factors should be examined . Peter Drucker , in speaking 
on controls (controls in general), said: 
The basic question is not "How do we control?," but 
"What do we measure in our control sy tem. " hat we can 
quantify somethin~ is no reason at all for measuring it . 
he question is: Is this wha a manag r s ould consider 
important?" "Is this what a manager ' s attention should 
be focused on?" "Is this a true at tement of the basic 
realities of the enterprise?" "Is this the proper 
focus tor ' control, ' that is , for ffective direction 
with maximum economy of effort?"2 
In designing any work measurement system there are many 
main alternatives to choose between and there are variables in the 
environment that must be reckoned with . Nathan Schachter has 
identified and categorized these variables as follows: 
Design Variables 
1 . How much methods study before setting the 
standards . 
2 . Which techniques to us iL setting the 
st ndards . 
3 . ·lb. t kind of reports . 
4 . What type of internal audit (of the sy tem) , 
lxarenghi , op. cit , p . 20 . 
2P ter F. Druck r , "Controls , Control and Management , " 
Mana ement Controls: New Directions in Basic R search , ed . Charles 
P. Bonini, Robert K. Jaedicke, and Harvey M. Wagner New York: 
McGraw- Hill Book Company , 196~), p . 289. 
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~nvironment Variables 
1 . The nature of the work to be measured . 
2 . The purpose to be served by the work 
easure~eut syste~s . 
3. the caliber of the people available to 
develop and run the system . 1 4 . The management climate . 
The extent to which all of the above factors are examined 
and considered will weigh heavily in the successful implementation 
and administration of a work measurement system . 
Work Measurement Systems in Navy 
Supply ..!!unctions 
ith the material in Chapter III and the above outline of 
criteria serving as background, an examination of three work 
measurement systems currently operating in Navy Supply functions 
is presented in the remaining portion of this chapter . The fact 
that these systems are measuring supply functions is not the 
primary purpose of investigating them; rather it is the fact that 
each system i designed to measure the same functions in different 
ways, using different techniques, and for different uses . 
Definition 
Defense Integrated Management 
Engineering Systems (DIMES) 
DI1'iES is a Department of Defense-wide program that is 
expressed as "an important element of the total DOD manpower 
lu . s . , ecutive Office of the President , Bureau of the 
Budget, "l'rogress in x easuring ork," I~anagement Bulletin 
( ashington: u. s. Government Printing Office , August, 1962), p . 59 
.. 
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management system aimed at improving manpo er utilization in DOD 
industrial-type activities . "1 'he system is defined as: 
he development and monitoring of programs and 
procedures encompassing performance measurement based 
upon the maximum economic availability of ngineered 
Performance Standards {EPS}, production or manpower 
planning, material control, standard cost accounting, 
and training support designed to increase productivity 
and to reduce oosts . 2 
Industrial-type activities are defined as: 
DOD activities providing products or services in 
categories such as depot level maintenance facilities, 
warehousing and supply activities ••• , arsenals and 
ordnance plants, shipyards, including support service 
and/or mass clerical operations related to the above . 3 
Purpose and Objectives 
The major purpose of It S is to increase productivity and 
decrease costs in the Department of Defense . The Defense 
Establishment objectives are in line with the goals and objectives 
established in the ecutive Branch of the u. s . Government . The 
Bureau of the Bud et Circular No . A-ll , 15 July 1964, reparation 
Properly developed work measurement should be used 
to produce estimates of the costs of units of workload, 
in man-hours , such as man-hours per claim adjudicated, 
man-hours per man maintained in the field, man-hours 
per infested acre of pest control, etc . , depending on 
the agency . These estimates should represent an 
acceptable level of performance based on current 
realistic time standards . Agencies are to extend the 
use of work measurement and unit cost analysis to both 
the common service activities and program activities . 
lu . s . , Department of Defense, Office of the Assistant 
Secretary of Defense (Installations and Logistics) , DOD Directive 
No . 5010 . 15, Defense Integrated anagement Engineering Systems 
(DIMES) in DOD Industrial- Type Activities, December 22, 1965, p . 1 . 
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Bureau of the Budget Circular A-44, issued 3 October 1962, 
specifically pointed out that an effective manpower control 
program should include: 
1 . Analy is and appraisal of the work to be 
performed to assure that it is ssential and will 
• contribute to the accomplishment of agency objectives, 
and that appropriate targets and priorities are set . 
? . Determination of manpower requirements, using 
principally the budget process but also such tools as 
work ~easurement, work standards, productivity analysis, 
and manpower and workload reporting . 
3 . lanpower control systems, using such techniques 
as manpower allocation, tables or organization 
reporting systems, special studies, periodic program 
reviews, and controls on filling vacancies . 
4 . Specific efforts to increase productivity 
through improvements in organization, work design, #ork 
methnds, including simpler systems and mechanization, 
mathematical programming, supervision, and personnel 
mana ement including skills inventories, employees, 
consultation, training, and incentive and motivation 
progra s . 
5 . Selective test checks to ascertain whether he 
manpower control program is achieving the desired 
result . 
DI4 Application 
The Defense effort to achieve the objectives outlined 
above was organized as part of the OSD Cost Reduction Program and 
was delegated to the Assistant ecretary of Defens (Installations 
and Logistics) for implementation . The official directive 
establishing the program was issued in 1963 . The initial approach 
to installing DL~ES was through a phased installation in a few 
pilot facilities n each military service . ~xperience and 
echnical data at these pilots was to be utilized to a maximum 
extent as additional facilities of a similar type were brought 
I 
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into the system . 1 
he current DOD directive states that: "As ' pilot ' 
activities produce satisfactory prototype systems and procedures, 
they ill be extended to other activities wlth similar functional 
responsibilities . "2 
The prototype DI[ES programs shall include: 
1 . Development of improved methods . 
? . Maximum economic utilization of EPS in 
performance evaluation. 
J . Application of appropriate perfor ance 
standards to production and manpower planning. 
4 . Standard cost accounti g . 
5 . Utilization of labor-saving equipments . 
6 . ~valuation of resultant cost reduction 
contributions . 3 
'.rhe Department of Defense application of DI 1!;5 also 
provides for the selection and adequate training of qualified 
analysts for system implementation and maintenance . Also 
envisioned under DI11ES is a DOD Standard Data eposi tory System 
for collecting, maintaining, storing, and retrieving standard time 
data to be used by DOD components for achieving EPS coverage . 
DIMES in the Naval Supply Systems Command 
Responsibility and Application 
he aval Supply ys·tems Command {NAVSUP) is responsible 
for installing DIMES in the supply functional areas within the 
1Lee Harding, Special Assistant to Assistant Secretary of 
Defense {In tallations nd Lo sties) and Director of D • roject 
"Outline for a rogram to Develop Improved !~nagement Engineering 
Systems," pril, 1963 . 




Naval 1~teriel Co~mand . This responsibility extends to Inventory 
Control Points (ICP ' s), Naval Supply Centers (NSC ' s), Naval 
Supply Depots (NS~ ' s), and the supply departments of aval 
Shipyards (NSY ' s), Naval Air Stations (!AS ' s), and Construction 
Battalion Centers (CBc ' ~) . The Command is responsible for 
training DI. ·S analysts , guiding field activity program 
imple en ion, onitoring program implementation and providing 
continu o technical support and guidance . 
he scope of application of DTI1 under l vsa is directed 
toward achieving 100% coverage of personnel in terms of a work 
measurem nt reporting base . The 100% coverage figure is defined 
as the survey by DIME analysts of 100% of an activity ' s funded 
compl ment less Public orks functions, and the attendant 
reporting of man-hours/work units as certified by DI1E surveys . l 
It is estlmated that approximately 80% of an activity ' s on- board 
compl ment is su ceptible to detailed (EPS) DI~~ measurement 
techniques . 2 The 100% figure is indicative of the AVSU 
require ent for DI11ES analysts to study all activity operations . 
he NAVSUP DirillS policy specifically provides that: 
1 . The ultimate objective of the NAVSUP DIMES effort 
is the establishment/refinement of the existing manpower 
utilization and control system based upon engineered 
performance standards, with the attendant goals of 
Supply Systems 
e Integrated 11anagement 
and Procedures Concernin , 
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maintaining and updating standards, developing 
operating improvements and further system refinements . 
2 . ngineered performance standards, when 
available, will be used for manpower management in 
preference to other techniques and tools such as 
historical standards, gross standards, staffing 
criteria tables, and so forth due to the more refined 
nature of DIM standards . 
) . Adequate staffs of analysts trained and 
qualified in the DL~ES techniques will be maintained 
sufficient for the attainment of DOD and SECNAV DIIES 
Program implementation schedules . Management staff 
personnel who participate in special purpose or DIMES 
surveys should be trained and qualified in the DIMES 
techniques . Augmentation of staff analysts for 
DIMES as for other management improvement programs is 
exlected normally to be fund d from currently available 
resources . 
4 . ~tudies will be conducted whenever an area has 
not been formally surveyed during the previous two y ar 
perio • Such studies may be initiated by system 
requirements, e . g . , PMP/WGP!ffi, or to resolve locally 
defined problems . These studios will incorporate an 
examination of the manpower utilization and control 
system and when appropriate, conversion of the P~ to 
statistical standards . l 
Background 
The NAVSUP DIMES is being implemented using the successful 
approach and techniques of the well-known Methods Engineering 
Program (MEP) . In fact, the only major difference between MEP and 
DirlES is in the name . The M~P has provided not only the time 
tested approach to developing performance standards, but a base of 
existing standards, data, and reporting systems that fulfill the 
DIMES prototype requirements . 
1~ • • p . 2 . 
The MEP received its initial start in NAVSUP (then the 
Bureau of Supplies and Accounts) with a pilot study in 1952 . Two 
consulting firms tested the feasibility of establishing engineered 
performance standards on office type functions at two Navy 
facilities located in the metropolitan New York area . 1 One firm 
established performance standards in the issue control function 
of the Supply Department, New York Naval Shipyard, using Methods-
Time Measurement . The other firm established ~tandards employing 
time study . 
The study results proved that office functions are 
susceptible to engineered measurement in the same way these 
industrial engineering techniques had been proven in ~rivate 
industry . Based on this initial success, additional contracts 
were let and by 1956 engineered time standards had been applied to 
a wide cross section of work performed at NAVSUP activities . 
Initially, major emphasis as placed on the establishment 
of time standards and little was accomplished in the methods 
improvement area . Simultaneously, however, a separate methods 
improvement program aimed at operators and first line supervisors 
was being conducted . This division of effort and a lack of 
interest on the part of management for time standards reduced the 
program to little more than a sporadic effort by 1958 . 
lc . K. Phillips, "clethods Engineering Program Pushed by 
BUSANDA," Navy Management Review, June-July, 1961, p . 5 . 
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Late in 1959 a management evaluation study was ade which 
revised the program by combining methods improvement with the 
methods measurement . Top management support was obtained, the 
concept of integrating engineered standards and statistical 
measurement was affirmed, and the training requirement for 
adequate ~ staffs was recognized . By the early 1960 ' s the 
Methods ngineering Program was being implemented in all major 
supply centers and depots including four overseas supply depots . 
~AVS r.~~ roc urea 
The NAVSUP DI.~ES survey procedure is a methodically 
arranged step by step process performed by a specially trained 
methods engineering staff organized in each activity . The DIMES 
studies are scheduled to meet local management survey needs, EPS 
coverage requirements, and system maintenance . Studies are 
conducted normally on an organizational basis (work center or 
group of work centers) by teams of management analysts . Surveys 
follow a standard pattern, unless they are special problem-action 
studies, commencing with supervisory and employee indoctrination 
and ending with a complete package of methods engineering products . 
The major products are reportable data el menta to support the 
.~npower Utilization and Control ystem . 1hese elements include: 
engineered performance standards for major jobs, time allowances 
for minor jobs; work units completed and backlogged for major jobs; 
man- hours allo ed and actually used; and other supplemental dat 
• 
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as local needs determine . Other major products of a typical 
survey are: standardized operating procedures; recommended staffing 
patterns; and often, time data that can be compiled as standard 
time data for other similar applications . 
The NAVSUP DI S survey is divided into two major segments • 
First is the methods analysis and improvement pha The tasks 
and operations being surveyed are reviewed using selected methods 
study tools such as process charting and the "critical analysis" 
approach to methods study . 
Af er me hods have been thoroughly reviewed and improve-
ments imple ented, the second phase starts . This is the measure -
ment portion of the study wherein appropriate jobs are measured 
and performance standards established . The major techniques of 
time measurement including time study, predetermined time systems, 
work sampling, and standard time data are used in complementary 
arrangements to develop the 
Prior to, during, and following the survey, supervisory 
and worker personnel are in an indoctrination and training 
atmosphere as the DDES staff promotes understanding, acceptance, 
and utilization of the procedures, s andards and reporting system . 
A major feature of the ~ · P and .DI!•lES effort in NAV UP has been the 
attention given to developing favorable employee attitudes toward 
work measurement and assisting line management in recognizing the 
full pot ntial of the system. 
• 
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Under the NAVSUP approach, each activity i$ to establish 
a separate analyst team to identity work units and establish work 
content definitions for local statistical production rates in all 
organizational areas not yet surveyed in order to achieve a 100% 
reporting base as soon as possible . As the regular DIMES studies 
or surveys are completed in the areas where local statistical 
rates have been established, more refined manpower control 
techn~ques are established . The surveys also provide ~ntormat1on 
on authorized but unfunded tasks, analysis of workload trends, 
and other management techniques useful to local manage ent . 
Staffing for DIMES ' surveys has been suggested by the 
Office ot the Secretary of Defense (I&L) to be on the basis of one 
trained analyst to each seventy personnel in the activity work 
force . All analysts participating in the NAVSUP DIMES receive 
methods engineering training in an eight week DOD Work Methods ~d 
Standards ~aining Course. NAVSUP maintains and administers a 
tailored version of this course that has been sp citically oriented 
to supply operations . 
Manpower Utilization and Control System (MUACS) 
currently NAVSUP is developing an integrated and automated 
Manpower Utilization and Control System. Thi system is a 
refinement and mechanization of the existing manual systems, and 
as such, will interface with standard cost accounting ~d the 
NAVSUP Management Intormation System (MIS) . One ot the criterion 
is that it must be capable of serving the information requirements 
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of manage ent at all field ctivity and e dquarter 1 v ls . 
11 l S standards, exi ting and future , will be aligned to the 
basic job order numbers to provide a suitabl input arrange ent 
tor coordin ted use of the D~ y t data in co t ccounting, 
management infor ion system , anpo r utilization and control, 
GP1~ , and other use such as one - time r ports . his yste 
provides a more econo ic 1 and effic1 nt m thod of data collection, 
while a uring the accuracy o! input data through the utilization 
ot a uniform d ta base . l 
Detailed individual DIM tand rd nd fix d allo anc s 
at each Unitor utomatic Data Processing Sy tem (UADPS) stock 
point ill be aligned to th existing job order structure through 
t he pplication or frequency distribution computations to d v lop 
composit type standards and allowances at the joo order numb r 
l evel . 2 T ere will be only one composit standard or allowance 
for each combin tion of job order number and organizational 
component charging the job order number . 3 Under t his method 
Dii~ data will b collected and process d in the sys t e cod d so 
as to provide both organizational and functional performance 
information . 








The MUACS has three key features that illustrate its 
ntial characteris ic :1 
1 . eparate data bank which will be off - line and use 
xisting peripheral hardware at th 0 P stoc points . 
2 . One - ti e input f comm n da a will provide the source-
data for specific anag ent reports . 11 reports will be based 
upon v rious arrays of th same input d ta , thus providing 
improved accuracy and consistency of hese r por s . 
UAC , though designed for chanizing and integrating 
local anpower and workload reporting r quire en s , is so 
rue ured that it i co p tible w th th pres nt planning !or the 
aval OJUP ly ys s Co and [Snag ment ntor tion ystem. 
1 jOl' Advantages of the NAVSU DI .. •'S 
1 . · he easure nt of work is based n a rigorous 
ap 1 ca ion of ace pted in u rial engineering echniques . These 
tee nique p ovide work tandard tha re refl ctive of "should 
take ti e"; i . e &, eng· n ered performanc s andards ba ed on 
cie ti c t d of 1 e e uremen • 
2 . h sy te include a strong emphasis on me hods , 
procedures and 1 yout pr or o the easurem nt of time required to 
perform a tas • ~ethods study prior to methods asurement 
1Intervlew ~ith ~ . John Schanzenbach, Director, Methods 
nd ndard ranch , na e ent ervic s ivision, ~dm1nistration 
and Organization, val upply Sy tems Command, Navy Department, 
ashington, • . , February , 1968 . 
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increase actual and potential performanc levels . Methods study 
also produc s d tailed s p-by- ep written proc dures for job 
training and current "desk instructio . " 
3. DI1 develops , as part of the r gular urvey 
procedu· ·e , orkload in.format on v luable in as essin and 
improvin ethods and pr cedures . In addition, workload 
information generat d for all major jobs dur ng a su v y enables 
the r ~~ analys s to develop and recommend ~ersonnel staffing 
patterns ased on th wor load da a and • 
4 . In the V UP I1 , engineered standard are 
developed for jobs that can be id ntified to individual ork r 
effor • ith standards established a his level of ork 
accomplish e t , erform nee measurement oan commence ith the 
indiv d al orker . By pyramiding standards and work units , 
performance measurement can be accomplished at successively higher 
levels , e . g . , organizational , functional , or even on a program 
or proj ct basis . 
o a ~ 
5. Data develop d under 
nagem nt Information Syste 
I u:; can s rve as a basic i put 
Standard t es and workload 
informati n reported in Dl}b~ can be useful in anpower evaluations 
and determinations relating to th successful application of a 
management information system employed at any level of manage ent . 
6 . Under the NAv~up DIMES all man-hours are accounted for 
including productive and nonproductive . Thi i accomplished by 
100% coverage including report ing) of organizational components . 
• 
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All man- hours are accounted for in a DIMES covered work center, 
i . e ., hours against standards, hours against work not covered by 
tandards, supervisory hours, training, and all types of leave 
and administrative time . This comple e coverage of time enables 
anag ment to better evaluate overall performance and control 
manpower on an across - the- board basis . 
Limitations of DI S 
1 . One of the major drawbacks of th approach to 
work m a urement is the time and effort r quir d to perform a 
ingle study nd establish detailed engine red erformance 
standards . he time required to tabl h P is a major factor 
in any program utilizing t is kind of m a ur m , but it is even 
or of significant problem in avy supply tunc ons when there 
are a multit d of variabl task and a high rc ag of 
clerical/administra iv jobs n the bord rl ne of b ing 
conomically measureabl • 
2 . Another s rious limitation found in syst ms like DIMES 
is stand rds m in enance . s cov rage xpanded , more 
and mor time standards come in o xistence incr asing the effort 
required to keep them accurate . In avy supply unctions this is 
a a riou proble • thods and procedur s ch nge frequently in 
the supply business . Outdated tandards can be ore than useless 
when thy do not reflect ac ual requirem n s; they can cause 
erroneou nd har ful manpower decision • Limited r ' staffs 
r har pre sed to achieve new coverage and at the same time 
ainta1n exi t1ng cov rage . 
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3 . DIMES requir s a considerable amount of detailed d ta 
to be collected and reported . Individual reporting under tandards 
requires that each worker record and r port on cheduled basis, 
m n- hours and work units . en considered in the aggregate this 
amounts to considerable paper-handling, summarization and 
computation. In many cases where individu~l reporting and 
performance eval ation may be desirable and ben ficial, it is not 
accomplished for these reasons . The savings of effort (and co t) 
by eli inating some reporting of data ay be prudent; however, 
this should al ys be balanced with the nature and purpose of the 
standar - -at the time they are establish d. 
4 . Gro th of automatic data processing in supply functions 
has changed the nature of many tasks; tasks that were once 
susceptible to detailed measurement may no longer prove economical 
for EPS . Computerization removes the manual effort from many 
white- collar jobs leaving tasks requiring ore ental effort at 
higher skill levels . These jobs are not as "measureable" under 
the DI approach as their forerunners . This factor limits the 
extent of useful application of PS in some supply functions . 
5. DIMES studies ar conducted on an organizational basis 
and relate to functions of work only hrough the groupi g of 
individual standards . By following organizational boundari s 
functions are only partially covered by DIME measurements . 
any 
This 
condition is only remedied when 100% activity coverage is achieved, 
or when temporary statistical standards are established in advance 
of complete DIMES surveys . Thus , complet functional measurement 
is seldom realized until late in the implementing process . 
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NAVSUP ork Measurement System 
Th NAVSUP ork easureme t 3y te , ith the Allotment 
Administration and Accounting eporting ~ystems , ake up the 
composite NAV UP Supply Management eporting yst • The three 
sub- syste are related through the establish ent of a common 
system of functional classification hich fully int grates the 
systems . 
he ork e sure ent Systems is employed as a means of 
relating personnel and require ents to the easured workload 
r quired to avcompliah v~u~ progra s and functions . he 
pr ncipal obj ct es of the NAV U ork easurement ys tem are: 
1 . To provide a factual basis for management 
planning and budgeting for NAVSUP operations at all 
echelons of command , and 
2 . o ring about management improve ent at all 
levels t hrough continuing evaluation of current 
o erating ractices . l 
he NAV U system measur group perfox ance of functions 
or typ s of ork based on statistical standards, as dis tinguished 
from individual performance st ndards 
The ystem consists of: 
tablis ed under DIMES . 
1 . The identification of units of output which represent 
functional end products , . e . , documents , 
packs, etc . 
asure ent tons , 
la. . , D partment o the Navy , Naval Supply Systems 
Co and, l V UP lication 285, ·Avsup rana ement Handbook, 
July 21 , 1966, Chapter V, p . 5- 3. 
i . e . , 
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2 . he recording and reporting of otal roup ffor , 
n-hours re u red for production of th ae units . 
3 . elatin total effort expended to func anal nd 
products, . e . , a production r te . 
ot all work or ypes of wor produc d by the group are 
measur d dir ctly . ollateral work necessary to produce the end 
product s indir ctly re lected in th overall productivity 
obta n d by the group . 
nder he vsu upply ana m nt eporting ystem a 
function is d f ned as: 
defin d operational or work ar hich may or may 
not b related to a formal organization l unit . For 
purpos s of upply mana em nt reporting , this d inition 
also includes cost items wiich are not related to 
specific functional reas . 
asically, the ork ~easurement porting yst m 
provides , on a functional ba i , integrated histor cal data on: 
1 . ork units accomplished and backlog • 
2 . Production rates experienced . 
3 . npower utilized . 
~ . Cost incurred . 
In int grating work measurement , allotment adminis ration, 
and cost accountin , NAVSUP has aligned work measurement , 
allotm nt, obligation, and functional account data . The man- hour 
data required for work measurem nt reports re d rived fro the 
' 
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same source which provides obligation and expenditure dat a--i.e., 
the accounting job order syst m. Accord i ngly , Job order systems 
are arranged to provide accumulation of man-hour concurrently 
with the accumulation of obligation and exp nditure data--within 
the tram work of the functional definitions . In addition to 
providing a si plified device for accumulating management data, 
an integrated job order y tem provides local anag ment with a 
valuable m chanism for internal control purposes . 
tatistical standard production rates ar developed from 
p s t performanc data (compu ed by di viding work unit s r ported 
by man-hours xp nde ) , combined wi t h a cer t ain degree of 
manag rial judgment by determin ng the lev 1 of productivity which 
can reason bly be expected . ith t he advent of , firs t, the 
Methods ngineering Program, and currently DI~ 'S, the functional 
distribution of effort and broad workload indicators provided by 
h ork 1easurement ystem are complemented by the deta iled 
measurement of tasks performed i n organizational components. The 
combination of dat a generat ed under broad functional production 
rates ( ork Measurement ya t em) and detail ed j ob s t andards (EPS) 
provides all levels of management with additional i nformation to 
be used in evaluating performance in relat i on to workload , 
manpower, and funding . l As previously indicated, the DL~ES 
repo tin syst also serves as a basic feeder report f or ork 
~easur nt herever it is inst alled . 
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P.roc dura hav been d velo ed for d ter ining "Integrated 
tandar Production ates" based on reported functional nd job 
perf r anc data . ~~ 1 , in eff ct, 
a sta stical r te for a funct on adjusted by th p rformance level 
achiev d n that func ion on th t ks actu lly ured by PS . 
he r a r h covera e of a fun tion by PS, the gr at r the 
ignific nee of th performs c ag n t the d ail d ti 
s andard • e evelop ent and use of i tegrated standard 
production r te require hour and wor unit rep rtlng be 
un1f r nd con i tent and tha ngine red perf r anc tandard 
be m in a ned o reflect current operating ethod nd procedures . 
0 her is n in grat d rat may ref ect rroneous erform 1ce 
and productivi·y lev ls . 
V UP field activiti s are assigned specific 
r spon ibilities in connection with the operat on of the or 
easurement and 'upply nagem nt porting syste • 
• Insuring effeccive opera ion f the work 
measurement and cost accounting systems within the 
fiel ctivity; 
They are: 
2 . Utilizing performance data generated by t he 
or e 1r ent and cost accounting syste s to t 
full st extent possible 1n the budgetary process , and 
in ffectin local anagemen i provement; 
3 . Training , indoctrination and orientation of 
per onnel in t ff and operating units of the activity 
in all phases of the syste ; 
J . Insuring the ainten nee of consistency and 
accur~cy in work easurement and co t ace unting 
recording and reporting; 
5. Developing proposed improvement in the work 
m asur ent and co accoun i g systems and making 
appropriate recommendations to AV UP; 
6 . r~par1ng and submitting pr scribed r ports 
to VSUP. ~ 
1~ • • p . 5-6. 
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Advantages of the NAVSUP ~easurement System 
1 . The simplicity and relatively low cost to implement 
and aintain are major adv n a·es . he syst does not require 
extensiv or expensive training to install and aintain) and is 
easi y understood in principle and applica o • 
2 . tatistlcal tandard (functional production rates) 
do not become obsolete or require "rewriting" due to small changes 
in methods and pr cedures . 
3 . Statistical measurement has a high degree of 
applicability to offic type opera ions involving more ment al than 
manual effort, e . g., planning and administrative functions . 
4 . This system, being integrated with allotment 
admlnl tr ion nd cost ace unting, offers a more effective 
na ent tool by permitttng the analy i or or load, manpower 
utiliz tion, and co t accounting on a common nd reali tic basis . 
5. The integration of PS into th at1 tical 
reduction r t rovldes a better indication of true perfox~ance 
than a purely historical rate . 
ystem 
1 . Th statistical mea ure of performanc (t e production 
rate) b ed on hi torical produc ion record is not an absolute 
m asur of eff c iv ness, . e . , is not truly n objective standard. 
Such m as re c par perf rmance with an rbitrarlly elected 
ba p r o nd r quire subject ve analy i an modification to 
I 
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account for such factors as significant changes in workload, 
method, and physical surroundings . A statistical production rate 
may describe a trend of effectiveness within the measured group, 
but there is not a consistent definition of what a normal expected 
work pace should be unless supplemented by an aggressive methods 
analysis and improvement program. 
2. Inherent in historical based production measures is 
the danger of perpetuating method and procedure inefficiencies as 
well as below "normal" work tempo and unnecessary delays and 
operations. 
3. Statistical production rates employed in this system 
are general and approximate and cannot readily be used to evaluate 
effectiveness of individual employees . 
4 . Broad functional measurement based on single workload 
indicators is subject to providing erroneous measures of total 
effort (manpower) expended within the function. There may be 
operations or jobs within the function that have inputs and 
outputs not related to the unit of count being used to measure the 
total function . This "unmeasured" effort could be significant in 
terms of manpower consumed and work accomplished. 
Warehousing Gross Performance 
Measurement System 
System Definition 
The Warehousing Gross Performance Measurement System 
(WGPMS) is a system designed to provide a quantitative measure of 
• 
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warehousing manpower consumption to be used by the military 
services , the Defense Supply Agency (DSA) and the Department of 
Defense , Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense 
(Installat ions and Logistics) . It is based upon standard methods 
and engineered time standards covering fundamental warehousing 
operations performed in supply activities and depots . 
The purpose of WGPMS is to provide for:l 
A-. A coordinated program for the development and 
adoption of warehousing s t andard me t hods including the 
quantitative measures for utilization of warehousing 
manpower . 
B. The establishment of production units, earned 
liours , actual hours , and perfo~mance indices which , 
t o the extent practicable , vill · provide numerical 
indicat ors of performance . These data will be used 
for management analysis and budget review of ware-
housing operations and det ermination of manpower 
utilization trends . 
The application of the system is related to the cost 
accounting structure provided for in the DOD- wide uniform 
accounting system. The WGPMS covers those functional cost codes 
included in the Storage and Warehousing series . This series 
relates to the receipt , s torage , issue and shipping of material 
at Defense warehousing installations . 
The scope of the WGPMS is DOD- wide including all services 
and the Defense Supply Agency . All major supply and warehousing 
activities in the continental United States are required to report 
lu. s . , Depart ment ot Defense , Office of the Assistant 
Secretary of Defense , Installations and Logistics , DOD Directive 
No ~ 5105 . 34, Defense Su 1 A enc Warehousi Gross Performance 
Measurement Sys t em , July, 9 5, p . 1 . 
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under the GPMS. 
The objective of WGPMS is as stated in the Department of 
Defense Directive 5105.34- M, Defense Supply Agency (Warehousing 
Gross Performance Measurement System): 
Oost reduction or cost avoidance in the performance 
of effective material support can be achieved or enhanced 
by economy in the use of logistics resources and by 
efficiency in executing logistics operations . • • • The 
basic objective of the program is to provide an effective 
management tool for higher headquarters as a basis for 
decisions relating to comparisons, review, evaluation, 
transfer, consolidation and/or distribution of 
warehousing resources, when necessary ln the national 
interest 
Logistics Management Institute Study 
In 1962 the Department of Defense made a contract with the 
Logistics Management Institute to develop valid and reliable 
quantitative measures of warehousing efforts. The study was 
performed by A. T. Kearney and co., a management consultant firm 
located in Chicago, Illinois . Their report outlined a system, 
based on generally recognized industrial engineering techniques, 
that would furnish a means by which the Department of Defense 
could make valid depot performance comparisons, exercise control, 
and determine manning changes caused by stock relocation or change 
in weapons systems . It was envisioned in the report that the same 
procedure could also be used as a basis for control of performance 




Development of the System 
Although various statistical indices relating warehousing 
manpower to tonnage or other single yardsticks were being used to 
show trends the consultants determined that true comparisons 
among depots could not be made in any way other than from a 
foundation of engineered time standards . These standards would 
need to cover all of the fundamental warehousing operations that 
occur in typical depots throughout the country and reflect the 
effort of all major variable factors . It was found in the study 
that wide variations in tons per man- hour can be encountered as 
densities, piece weight, line items and payload change . The use 
of tonnage or any other single factor to compare anning of most 
warehousing operations was considered an impossible solution to 
valid measurement . Thus it was proposed that all repetitious 
work involved in the warehousing functions, i.e . , receiving and 
issue, be broken down into universal tables and time formulas 
reflecting all the significant variable factors . 
Standard Performance Times 
A review ot the existing depot time standards indicated 
that they were set up previously tor local conditions and, 
naturally, showed a wide variation in crew size, handling methods, 
and facilities since they covered operations as they actually 
existed. Thus the st ndards varied trom depot to depot tor the 
same operations . Since they were not rounded on data from a 
• 
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single source, and did not incorporate the complete range of 
variation required, it was determined that it was not possible 
to use them as an overall system in developing the time formulas 
and data needed for comparative analysis between depots . 
It therefore became a requisite of the study to develop a 
uniform means of expressing time measurement which would be usable 
at various levels of control and could be applied at any 
installation. The t ime data system outlined by A. T. Kearney and 
Company and further dev loped by the DOD, consists of time dat 
and formulas that can be arranged in a building block fashion in 
order to provide a total measuring yardstick. The four time data 
levels building to the yardstick (Composite standards) are:1 
Basic Data: Using a predetermined time system and 
time study, time values were established for elements 
of work which are common to one or more warehousing 
operation. Example : open and close a paper bag~ 
Extended Data: Combinations of a series of Basic 
Data element s which are common to one or more 
warehousing operations . Example: stack empty pallets . 
Specific Standards: Combinations of Basic and 
Extended Data that establish time values for specific 
tasks which represent a segment of a total task . 
Exampl : prepare a boxcar for loading. 
Total Standards: Combinations of Basic and Extended 
data plus Specific standards that establish time values 
for a total job. Example : load a 40 ft . boxcar--
solid load . 
By combining certain Total Standards based on their 
frequency of occurrence, time values or Composite Standards as they 
are called, can be established to measure overall tasks of a 
warehousing activity. For example: loading or unloading railcars 
1Maurice P. De~obertis , "DOD ' s arehouse Gross Performance 
Measurement System, " Newsl etter , Ma6azine of the u. s. Navy Supply 
Corps, XXVII, No . 2 -(February , 1965}, p. 20. 
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or trucks. The compilation of Composite Standards based on a 
selected set of acceptable methods covering all normal handling 
and related activities provides a gross measurement technique 
that precludes the need for local standards installed at each 
specific depot . 
Simply stated, Composite tandards are weighted 
production standards of sufficient stability representing 
standard times which, when multiplied by reported work units of 
an activity, yield credits that can be applied against actual 
hours expended to provide a gross index of productivity . The 
Composite Standards are not designed to measure crews or individual 
worK assignments . They are applied on a mass basis to selected 
input and output work unit counts after certain samplings and 
distance measurements have been made to apply the time data to 
local warehouse layout and average piece weights and densities. 
Standard arehousing ethods 
Basic to the ability to compare depot performance on the 
basis of Composite Standards is the requirement for acceptable 
standard warehousing methods . The A. T. Kearney and Company 
outlined basic principles associated with good warehousing 
prac ices . The Department of Defense then developed an initial 
seventy- five "standard methods" upon which the time data 
(outlined above) were established . Standards which include local 
inefficiencies would not identify variances to management that 
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are correctable . For this reason, the standards for gross 
measurement provide for doing similar work in the same manner at 
all activities with variations reflected only for such things 
as distance, d nsity, and other fundamental local conditions . 
arehousing Operations and Functions 
The G ~ measurement and reporting covers those 
warehousing operations included in th physical handling of 
material and accompanying paperwork, into and out of warehouses . 
Operations involving forklift trucks, weight handling equipment, 
trucks, railroad cars and b sic mechanical aids are included in 
the system application. Such operations as loading and unloading 
trucks, moving material in and out of storage racks, packing and 
crating, and care of material in storage are typical of the work 
covered by th GP~ • 
For accounting purposes the operations performed in 
Defense warehousing are categorized by Functional Account Codes . 
This structure of cost accounting codes provides the foundation 
upon which the GPMS measurement and reporting system is based . 
The codes include definition and scope of operations included in 
ach function and th data element to be reported, i . e . , manhour 
charges . 
arehousing Composite Standards 
There are presently fourteen Composite Standards covering 
warehousing operations at field activities . These standards are 
• 
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derived for aoh individual activity based on the predetermined 
Basic, Extended and Specific time data and certain work mix , 
density and line item data collected from the activity by means 
of a questionnaire . This questionnaire is completed by each 
activity based on a two to three week sample taken semi- annually . 
The data obtained by the questionnaire are applied to the 
predetermined time values and Composite Time Standards are then 
derived for each activity . 
Production Units and Man- hour D ta 
The GPMS report submitted by warehousing activities 
includes production data and man-hours covering the work 
accomplished for a specific reporting period . Production data 
include those output measures necessary to apply the Composite 
Standard and conventional output measures consisting of line 
items, short tons and measurement tons . The receiving, packing 
and issue functions are covered by Composite engineered standards 
and are referred to as engineered functions . Both GPMS output 
measures and conventional output measures are reported for these 
functions . 11 other functions report only conventional work 
counts and are referred to as non- engineered functions . Actual 
man- hours consumed are reported for both engineered and non-
engineered functions . Total labor costs for all of the storage 
and warehousing functions are reported by each activity . Specific 
instructions are provided by the appropriate DOD directives for 
interpreting and collecting the required production and man- hour 
data . 
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The GPMS Reporting System 
The GPMS reporting system provides for the submission of 
the Production and Actual Hour ummary to the Defense arehousing 
Measurement Ottice , Defense Supply Agency via the respective 
service headquarters . The various DOD management levels involved 
and their major responsibilities are as described below. 
Warehousing and Supply Activities 
Reporting activities are responsible for implementing the 
approved warehousing ethods, where applicable, and for collecting 
and reporting production and man- hour data to their service 
headquarters . Activities are expected to develop and maintain 
effective procedures tor collecting and auditing all reported 
data . Review and utilization of the information provided by the 
report is determined by local command interest and service 
headquarters ' requirements . 
DOD Components (Service Headquarters) 
Headquarters of the various services and DSA are charged 
with implementing and monitoring the GPMS in their field 
activities . They are expected to review, analyze, and comment on 
the performance reports submitted via them to the Defense 
arehousing Measurement Office (DWMO) . In coordination with t he 
DWMO they are responsible tor the maintenance and further 
developmeDt of the system. All DOD components have designated 
staff elements or sub-agencies to coordinate, implement and 
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maintain the GPI~ . Representatives are assigned to work with 
the D l-10 in performing these responsibilities . 
Defense arehousing Measurement Office 
The Defense Supply Agency (DSA) has been assigned by the 
Secretary of Defense to manage the WGPMS . The DWMO has been 
established in DSA to carry out this responsibility . This office, 
in conJunction with the DOD components , developed the system 
initially proposed by A. T. Kearney and Company and is currently 
managing the reporting system for the Office of the Secretary of 
Defense (OSD) . One of the office ' s maJor responsibilities is to 
review and analyze the GPMS report for OSD and prepare management 
reports on system performance . The D MO develops and revises all 
time standards (Composite Standards) and standard methods for 
GPMS application. 
Assistant Secretary of Defense for 
Install tions and Logistics, ASD(I&L) 
• The Assistant Secretary and his office have the primary 
responsibility for issuing policy direction in connection with the 
implementation and operation of the GP 
• They are responsible 
for the coordinated utilization of the system at the OSD level , 
including comptroller and manpower interest areas . GP~ Summary 
mnagement Reports are received quarterly by the ASD(I&L) from the 
D 110 . 
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Evaluation of Reports 
The major evaluation technique employed in the WGPMS is 
comparison. Comparisons of reported data are performed and are 
intended to be performed at the activity, service headquarters , 
DWMO and OSD lev 1 . arehousing activity ' s comparison of WGPMS 
data is essentially th t of period to period and function to 
function . As reports are reviewed at successfully higher levels 
of management, comparisons are made between activities and 
services . 
Advantages of WGPMS 
1 . The performance measurement in this system is based on 
composite standards dev loped with standard time data . Thus, the 
system has an engineered base with the major benefits that accrue 
from an EPS type measurement . 
2 . The sy tem is uniform in methods, terminology, basic 
time data and reporting procedures DOD- wide . This is the first 
work measurem nt system that permits direct communication and 
comparison between the services . 
3 . The sy tem is tied directly to the DOD cost accounting 
structure and permits functional evaluation of dollar costs as 
well as manpower performance . 
4 . The tandard time data developed for WGPl~ is easy to 
understand and apply . Once certain workload and workload 
characteristics for a particular activity are known, GPMS 
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performance standards can be developed with little effort, using 
the standard time data. No on- site measurement is necessary . 
5. The WGPMS standards tor an activity provide a means 
ot work analysis by comparing them with local DIMES s t andards . 
This comparison oan be made where DIMES standards have been 
established in warehouse func t ions covered by WGPMS . This 
comparison can assist local management in evaluating i t s 
performance under WGPMS by identifying me t hods , facili t ies , and 
work mix differences that are peculiar t o that activit y . 
Limitations of GPMS 
1 . WGPMS has basically the same maintenance problem as 
DIMES except that there are fewer s t andards t o maint ai n and t hey 
are less sensitive to minor changes in work mix and ot her 
controlling factors . A shift in workload or type of work can 
cause a GPMS standard to become invalid . 
2. A major limitation of WGPMS is that it is essent ially 
designed tor wholesale type warehousing operat ions and not base 
support type warehousing . A large port ion of Navy supply effort 
in warehousing functions is devoted to base t ype support , e . g., 
air station and ship yard supply department s and to some extent 
supply centers. Methods and procedures vary widely in base support 
supply operations depending on local needs and are no t always 
adequately reflected under the standard methods designed for 
general WGPMS application. Hence, valid performance evaluation 
becomes more difficult and in most cases less meaningful . 
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3 . In most Navy warehousing activities WGPMS has been 
superi~posed on the DIMES: that is , DIMES standards already exist 
in the warehousing area and are being used for performance 
evaluation and control by th activity and to a c rtain xtent 
by NAVSUP. ith GPMS standards applied to the same functions and 
system p rformance being reported to OSD, local management is 
confronted with two systems that ar often not reconcilable . 
Although comparative analysis ay be beneficial in some cases , 
local supervisors and workers can be contused and di mayed by too 
many different mea ures of the same operation. 
4 . Local activity u~e of GPMS is limited . Except as 
noted above for comparison purposes, the WGPM measurement data 
are too broad and functionally oriented to provide local 
management any meaningful control tools . 
5. WGP S broad- based composite standards contain 
variables that require frequent investigation to ensure that 
changes or extreme fluctuations are prop rly accounted for . If 
workload and workload mix data are not sampled on a co plete and 
frequent (at least every three to six months) basis , there is no 
assurance that performance times are reflective of the activi ty ' s 
true performance . The accuracy of the sampl is subject to all 
the conditions associated with any statistical sampling t chnique, 
including length and size of sample . 
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Triplex Analysis and Comparative Summary 
The three systems discu sed above are not wholly 
independent of each other, nor are they completely integrated . 
They are three work measurement systems designed and implemented 
to achieve basically the same objectives , i . e . , cost reduction 
and manpower control . 
One major distinction can be made between th three 
systems- - their primary purpose or use . This essentially 
determines their design and application. Generally , the NAVSUP 
work measurement system is for activity- wide measurement and 
evaluation, and for budget preparation and funds allocation. 
DI.~S , !though upportive to the work measurement system, is 
prl rily for local manpower management and control . GP~ill , on 
the other hand, is primarily a system for evaluation, on a 
functional basis, of manpower utilization for use by higher levels 
of management, i . e . , component headquarter and the Office of the 
ecretary of efense . 
he systems , with varying approach s to measurement and 
reporting, are not totally free of some duplication or overlap . 
his situation can be partially attributed to the fact that they 
were develo ed and installed a diff rent times and the procedures 
for implementing the system in each activity were not spelled out 
in detail . This latter situation is common in any large 
organization where individual activities must have freedom to 
develop procedures that are adaptive to local conditions . However , 
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without systems coordination at the higher levels of management 
there can be little coordination expected or attained at the 
lower (activity) levels . 
The greatest amount of integration of systems so far 
achieved is with the NAVSUP ork Measurement Ststem and the NAVSUP 
DI • The overall NAV UP manpower control system is reflective 
of this integration. The system serves management in three well 
defined areas: 
1 . Bureau budget formulation and negotiation with 
the Navy Comptroller and Department of Defense . 
2 . Bureau allocation of operating funds and 
manpower ceilings to field activities . 
3 . Field activity internal distribution of 
resources for accomplishment of work . l 
At the higher levels of budget formulation, force levels , 
i . e . , the number of ships, planes and personnel, are correlated 
with major workload indicators in the supply management and supply 
operations areas . In supply operations--receipt, storage, issue , 
etc . --for Navy logistic support, force levels are related to major 
workload indicators--line items issued and received, measurement 
tons issued and received, and measurement tons in storage . Change 
in force levels can be translated into workload and funding 
requirements . These three indicators are too broad for use in 
distributing resources to field activities . For this level, 
approximately 100 functional breakdowns of workload have been made 
lNorman s . Peterson, "Evolution Not Revolution--BUSANDA ' s 
DIMES Application, " Navy Management Review, X, No . 9, September , 
1965, pp . 10-11 . 
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The NAVSUP Work Measurement System ties in directly at this point. 
Collection of man-hours and work units under this system allows 
the computation ot statistical production rates for each function. 
DIMES enters at this point in the overall system by providing 
the standards tor determining an integrated (engineered/ 
statistical) production rate . Field activities prepare 
operational plans which forecast workload and manpower require-
ments based on these production rates . At the activity, work is 
accomplished by organizational components while resources required 
are determined on a functional basis . DIMES coverage , being 
related to both functions and organizations , is used (when 
available) to llocate and control the local manpower resources. 
The relationship between NAVSUP DIMES and WGPMS is less 
well defined and organized than NAVSUP DIMES and NAVSUP Work 
Measurement. Each activity is basically responsible tor ensuring 
that duplioation of basic measurement does not occur . DIMES 
coverage of warehousing functions was relatively complete in 
NAVSUP field activities before WGPMS was implemented . Consequently , 
many activities now find that, in effect , two basic t ime values are 
in existence and us for the same element of a warehousing 
operation. Although the times are used for different purposes 
(local vs . OSD) and relate to performance standards at different 
operating levels, confusion and doubt as to appropriate methods 
and valid times can resul t. 
One important concept that was originally recommended when 
WGPMS was first envisioned was that a measurement system would be 
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developed for the short range based on gross composite standards 
to give early data for higher levels of management . Then, on a 
long range basis, refined engineered standards to permit more 
intensified management at the activity level would be developed . 
It wa not made clear whether these refined standards would 
r place the composite standards or supplement them. Today NAVSUP 
activities have both DIMES and GP standards in most warehousing 
!unctions . 
The extent of current guidance concerning DI S and WGPMS 
coordination is represented by the following: 
1 . NAVSUP Instruction 5200 . 7A of 27 October 1967; 
Defense Integrated Management Engineering Systems (DIMES); policy 
and procedure concerning: 
anagement reporting requirements served by basic 
DIMES feeder reports will be integrated to the maximum 
practical extent to include data for standard cost 
accounting, the arehousing Gross Performance Measurement 
System ( GP~). and other similar reporting systems . 
2. DO Directive 5010 . 15 of 22 December 1965; Defense 
Integr ted Management Engineering Systems (DIM3S) in DOD Industrial 
Type Activities . 
he prototype DI S programs developed in warehousing 
functions shall provide for coordination with Warehousing 
Gross Perfor ance Measurement System standards with such 
adjustment as may be required to accommodate provisions 
of paragraph 11- 103 . 3 of DOD Manual 5105 . 34M. 
Paragraph 11-103 . 3 of DOD Manual 5105 . 34M, arehousing Gross 
The basic and extended data and the specific standards 
may have direct application within an activity or may be 
adjusted, by such factors as distance, weight, etc . , and 
0 
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The r lationship between G~~ and the NAVSUP Work 
Meesurem nt System has not been clearly defined in any written 
NAVSUP instructions or procedures . Again, in the case of these 
two systems, it appears that activities are exp ct d to develop 
local procedures that will provide for a smooth int rfacing of 
the systems . Although many m n-hours and work unit counts are 
identic 1 under the two systems, reporting requirements, 
including fr quency, channels, and content preclude efficient 
integration of all data . Progres is being made in all three 
systems to consolidate data for reporting purposes, but until more 
definitive efforts are made to coordinate the systems at the 
higher levels of management, little more than "paperwork" 
integration can occur at activity levels . 
Summary 
Basic to the application of any work measurement system 
are the criteria or factors that should be considered in designing 
and installing a system. Of major concern are: management support; 
a need or rea on for measurement; and recognition of variables 
that will affect th type of measurement, type of management 
reports, and results expect d . 
There are three major work measurement syst ms being 
applied to the supply functions in the Navy . The Defense 
Integrated l~nagement Engineering Systems (DIMES) represents 
management interest in providing detailed measures of work and 
performance for activity management control purposes . This system 
• 
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is based on the establishment of engineered performance standards 
and reporting systems designed mainly for the first level 
supervisor and, as desired, other levels of local management . 
In contrast, the arehousing Gross Performance System ( GPMS) is 
designed primarily for us by levels of mana ement above the 
activity . It covers only the warehousing functions and is based 
on a vo -wide uniform structure of methods and time d ta . 
er ormance m asurement obtained through thi system is intended 
to pro ide broad-based indicators of manpower effectiveness that 
can b compared to those of similar type activities . Although 
GP~ measure performance based on engineered tim data and 
specified work counts, the scope nd detail of GPMS Composite 
tandards differ from the DI}US standards covering the same 
war housing functions . 
The AV UP ork Measurement System provides a statistical 
m asure of work p rformed at a level higher than both the DIMES 
job standards and the G Composite Standards . Production 
rat s are developed for each supply function including those of 
warehousi • Consequ ntly, in a Navy stock point any one of 
s veral war ous ng functions may have threo measures of manpower 
performance applied to it . One mea ure (DL~S) would represent 
performance aggregated from the detailed Job standards (or time 
allowanc s) established within that function; another measure 
(NAVSUP ork l asurement) would represent performance reflective 
of the total man hours used in the function related to the key 
• 
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unit produced; and the third measure (WGP~) would represent 
performance established by a means that may be considered halfway 
between th other two--that is, partially statistical and 
partially an engineered measurem nt . The means of achieving full 
integration of these systems ar developed in the next chapter • 
CHAPTER V 
PROJ~CTION OF A FULLY INTEGRATED WORK MEASURID~NT SYSTEM 
In attempting to project or define a fully integrated work 
measuremen system it may be wise to first d fine the word 
"integrate . " ·ebster defines in egra e: "To form into a whole; 
o unit or become united so as o form a compl t or p rf ct 
II agna.lls provide as n ially the Funk and whole; unify •• • • 
same def nition: " o make nto or b come a hole; iv the sum 
otal of . " 'lhe word h&s ben used r la ive to work measurement 
b fore .. The avy .r1anual for the Integrated 
rogram in 1950 state that: 
In the development of such work measure ent programs , 
provi ion must also be made to include such portions of 
the programs of other bureaus and offices having 
responsibility for develov.ing Navy-wide criteria in t he 
field of "Common rvices ' as such bureaus and offices 
may deem appropriate . 
uch an approach will enable those bureaus or 
offices which have technical responsibility for a 
particular function or service o evaluate the 
eftectiveness of performance on a functional basis , and 
to establish, as appropriate, Navy- wid yardsticks for 
t ese functions or services . Such a program would 
provide for the integration of all programs insofar as 
common services are concerned, and for that reason is 
called th Navy Department Integrated ork Aeasurement 
Program . l 
lnepartment of the Navy, !~nual for the Integrated work 
easurement Program, op . cit ., p. ~ . 
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In this case the "integrated" in llavy Department Integrated Work 
1e surement Program referred to he unifying of all related work 
measurement pro rams . 
A current use of "integrate" in work measurement is found 
in Dil1 (Def nse Inte rated. nagement Engineering System ) . 
The apartment of efense irective on Dil!ES states, under 
Purpo and Objec · ives: 
'h s Directive establishes a DOD program setting 
forth policies and guidelines to integrate the several 
lev ls o manag ent r spons~b ity req ired 
achieve the goals and objectives established. ! 
In this oa.se "integrate" refers to the uniting of various levels 
of management responsibility to achieve certain objectives . 
In this paper the basic definit ion of "integrate" remains 
unchanged but is applied more to t he element s or factors that 
comprise or result from a work measurement system; e . g . , per sonnel 
measurement techniques , reports, system coverage and uses . 
The projected system concepts and elements are developed 
from the material discussed in Chapters III and IV. Because 
these chapters covered techniques and applications found in the 
Navy supply functions, the concepts or ideas that follow 
necessarily apply to the same functional areas . 
1non Directive 5010 . 15, op . cit . , p. 1 . 
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Outline of a Fully Integrated ork 
Measurement System 
Requisite Components 
The activity work measurement staff should be highly 
trained in the skills and t echniques required to support all 
phases of a work measurement system. This requirement includes 
ethods analys1 and improvement as well as skills in engineered 
measurement techniques and standards setting. The staff should 
have complete knowledg and understanding of the activity ' s 
accounting, budgeting and management information systems . There 
should be participation of the staff in !!! systems and procedures 
analysis, development, and improvement that relate to or affect 
work measurement in order to ensure complete consideration of 
work mea ure ent requirements and objectives . The activity work 
measur ment staff should be responsible for all work measurement 
programs or systems existing in the activity; e . g . , the NAVSUP 
ork M a urement Syst m (Supply ~nagement Reporting), DIMES, and 
WGPMS. Th staff should be sufficient in size and capable in 
skills to provide the necessary support for all work measurement 
requirements . These requirements are basically: (1) Organizational 
or functional surveys for m thode analysis and improvement, 
establishment of work tandards, and development of reporting and 
control procedures; (2) Maintenance of methods, work standards , 
and reporting and control procedures on a continuing basis; and 
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(3) Training and indoctrination of mployees and sup rvisors in 
work easurem nt principl s , applications, management uses and 
b nefits . he work measurement staff should b loc ted in the same 
organiza ional oompon nt o th acti ity a signed the staff 
anagem n eng nearing responsibility . 
Methods Analysi and Improvement 
The work measurement system should include, as part of its 
fundament l application, method analysis and improvement as 
related to the work being measured . The ethods analysis and 
improvement effort hould preced the e tablishment of work 
standards . ethods study should also be accomplished whenever 
procedure and/or syst m changes dictate method changes . The 
method tudy and improvement should be accomplished by the work 
easur ment staff . Overall systems and procedur s analysis and 
development should be accomplished by other appropriate management 
en ineering per onnel; i . e . , systems d sign rs, management 
analysts, or how ver designated . 
ieasurement of ork 
This is th 
measuremen sy m. 
standards should co 
most critical and costly phase of a work 
Th dev lopment and application of work 
t ntly be reviewed and appraised by the work 
measur ment staff in conjunction with the line managers concerned 
with the system ' s us and objectives . Decisions on what work to 
measure and how best to measure it should be in consideration of 
local management require ants as well as the directives from 
• 
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group standards should be a major objective . ork standards 
should be established so as to permit the summation of work 
measurement data on both an organizational and functional basis; 
that is, detailed work standards (both individual and group) 
should have a scope ot coverage and coding that is identifiable 
to 2a! organizational component and ~ functional account 
(DOD uniform cost account structure) . 
Basic to the effective measurement ot work and continuity 
of the wor measurement system is the maintenance of the work 
standard • All work standards, particularly ngineered standards, 
should be r viewed periodically for validity of measurement and 
accuracy in reported performance. As changes in systems, 
procedures and methods occur, time standards must be re-established 
or adjusted to r fl ct these changes . Periodic audits of work 
count and man-hour reporting are required to ensure accuracy in 
both worklo d and manpower performance information. 
Systems Interface 
The work measurement syst should interface with the other 
data coll ction systems of the activity. The work measurement 
system should be compatibl with and supporting to the budget and 
accounting ystems and other management information or reporting 
systems . Duplication of collection and reporting of data should 
be eli inated by combining all reporting requirements at the 
lowe t l vel of data development . By relating all accounting, 
manpower, and workload data to a common and ell defined management 
• 
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control device such as a "job order" an interfacing of ~ork 
measurement and otner management systems can be achieved . This 
is th approach under the NAVwU 1{U OS plan. e job order number 
provides, in addition to the fundamental budge and accounting 
information and control , a means whereby work measure ent data 
may be collected and identified for a multitude of uses . ork 
standards can be structured or restructured to provide composite 
measurement of worK under each specific job order . his 
measurement and performance data can be ut lized for both 
internal ~anpower control purposes ( n ) and xternal reporting 
for yst s such as GP~ • 'o m asur n a coll cted via 
a job order system also permit further summation for organizatio 
performance evaluation and control and development of functional 
production rates for budget preparation an xecut on . In 
ad ition, ~orK easurement data collected and handled through a 
management control device ( uch as a Jo order syst m) hould 
provide a basic lnpu into a management information sys em 
(internal and external) tha requires workload an anpower data • 
• ~i um u ilizat on of co puter capability sh ul be made where 
sy tems n erfacing accomplishes cons liaa on and collection of 
data a a common level of inpu • 
Co ent Ap~licatio 
~npower Otiliza ion and Control 
A fully integrated work easure ent s tem should 
essentially be employed to provid managem nt, t various levels 
• 
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within the organization, manpower and workload data that will be 
helpful in management decision-making . l~npower measurements 
developed in the system should be used to balance workload and 
personnel assignments and to appraise the results of this 
balancing effort . Feed-back on work accom lishment, backlog and 
availabl man-hours is an essential element of the manpower 
control proce s . The assignment of work or work rs on the basis 
of work measurement information (workload and time standards 
multiplied to determin required man-hours) should be accomplished 
to aohiev maximum utilization of personnel . After-the-tact 
performance evaluation (e ned hours compared to actual hours) 
should be used not only to appr is the worker but lao the 
ability of the sup rvisor to effectively use the controls made 
available to him. A careful analy is of curr nt workload, 
workload trends, pr sent and past group and individual p rformance, 
and work standards should equip th sup rvisor lith sufficient 
inform tion to xercise e fective manpower utilization and control . 
If work measurem nt usage is limited to only ft r-the-faot 
performance valuation and no attempt is made to plan or schedule 
work or worker assignments bas d on measur ment nfor ation, then 
the work easurement system is not eff ctively being applied for 
manpower utilization and control . 
Management Information 
The use of work measurement information for other than 
immediat work and worker evaluation and control purpo es should 
• 
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be considered as a potential application. Vast a~ounts of 
work oad, manpower, and performance data are collected, reported 
and disposed of in activities where work standards are installed . 
A fully integrated work measurement system should, through its 
computerized operation, provide for the retention of se ected data 
for np t nto higher-order management information sys e~s on an 
as r quired or exception basis . Special studies, problem area 
surv ys, and ov rall system analysis would benefit by having 
access o retained data collect d and fi ed through an integrated 
work meast~em nt system. 
Budget Formulation and Execution 
ork measurement has always played a significant role in 
pr paring budget request and in the distribution of allotted 
funds . A fu ly in egra ed work measurement system should play an 
even greater rol by providing na em nt more ff ctive 
in lea ors o both manpow r require en s an performance . If 
100% coverag of the ac vity ' s ork is r alized nd composite 
work andard ar dave oped for each ob order (and hence cost 
accoun ) a work tandards bas w11 ex s ha prov1 s more 
defini ion and quan 1fication to h work ffor being funded and 
accounted or . Although h s will not provide an absolute base 
for determ ning the amount of funds requ red, it will relate a 
man-hour to workload planning ac or th t was heretofore either 
dispersed at the individual job level or accumulated at a higher 




Direct application of the "job order standard" to budget 
preparation and execution may nev r become totally feasible due 
to several unmeasurable aspect of "real-life buagetin ,"but it 
should greatly supplement current methods • 
Management • Role 
Common Goals 
In order for a work mea urement system to be fully 
appreciated and totally effective there must be a clear statement 
and understanding of the system ' s goals . The i entification and 
understanding of work measure ent goals and objectives must be on 
a common basis between the staff (work measurement, budget, and 
systems and procedures personnel) and line officials, including 
the working supervi ors . Th line people and th taff Deople do 
not always recognize the ame advantages or limitations of work 
measurement . Howevers both the line and the staff generally see 
the same general values in a work measurement ystem, only in a 
somewhat different light and expressed in different terms . By 
effective communication and acceptance of pro er r sponsibilities 
on the part of both line and st ff the following " usts" for an 
integrated work measurement ystem can be achieved . l 
The system must be developed with the h lp of all 
evels of 1 ne management and must be designed for 
their use . 
• 
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The system must receive the continued support of 
each level of management , starting from the top . 
The system must be kept on a current o s to 
meet changing operating conditions . 
Top .mnagement Support 
The role of management in a successfully integrated work 
measurement system must be qually active and supporting at 
management levels above the activity. The support and interest 
must again come from the line managers--those managers who are in 
a position to ensure system integration at the highest level . 
Strong central policy concerning work measurement system design 
and application must originate from the highest organizational 
level . An example of this type of policy guidance is the DOD DIMES 
direc ive referred to in Chapter IV. Although this document may 
not provide all that is necessary for the integration of the 
various work measurement systems, it is illustrative of the type 
of effort that is required to achieve understanding and 
coordination at the management levels above the fi ld activities . 
System direction and control, including general procedures, must 
be effectively accomplished at appropriate headquarters level with 
the same commonality of understanding and purpose between line and 
staff as required in the field . Technical support and periodic 
system audits should be provided by work measurement staffs 




Recognition of Human Behavior 
In recent years there has been increasing interest in the 
human behavior aspects of work measurement nd the worker . 
Dr . Reneis Likert and ?rofessor Chris Argyria, both established 
members of the human behaviorist school, have directed management 
attention to the effects of measurement on wox·ker attitudes and 
morale an on management practices . 
Dr . Likert, in his New Patterns of Manag m nt, pointed out 
that many organizations have inad quate measur ment processes in 
that these proc s es leave large gaps in the amount and kind of 
information available to executives . l He states that too little 
attention is given to the measurement of variables tha.t reflect 
the current condition of the internal stat of the organization: 
its loyalty, skills, motivations, and capacity for effective 
interaction, communication and decis1on-making. 2 In failing to 
give proper attentio to these variables and str sing end- result 
variables uch as productivity, a cost is incurred that represents 
the human asset of the rganizati 
• Li ert explains: 
In t e company we studied, for example, th cos+ was 
clear: hostilities ncreased , there was greater reliance 
up aut'lority, loya.lties declined, motiv tion to prod1.1.ce 
decreased while motivation to restrict production 
inc eased, and turnove increased . In ther rords, the 
quality of ·.;he human organization det riorated as a 
functioning social ystem devoted to achieving the 
institution ' s objectives . 3 
lRensis Likert, New Pattern. of Management {New York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Company , Inc . , 1961), p . 61. 
2~. 3~ •• p . 71 . 
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organizing, systems, procedures, methods and standards . 1 Argyria 
stat s that management controls tend to make the employees feel 
dependent, passive, and s bordinate to management . 2 A a result 
of controls, they experience pressure, int rdepart~ental strife, 
psychological fa lure, lack of control over their work environ-
ment, barriers to communication between he staff people and the 
line people, and pressure to be department-a ntered rather than 
organiza on-centered . Argyria uses his analysis of management 
controls and their effect on employ es to upport his more basic 
contention concerning the formal organization and dynamic 
direoti e 1 adership . egardless of purpos , this recognition 
of the impact management controls can have on employees and their 
behavior urth r supports the need to be concerned with human 
behavior w n evaluating manage ent control systems . 
It is i portant for managels to fully understand and 
appreciate the significance of the human behavior a~peots of 
management systems such as work measuremen • Consideration should 
be glven to the effects that measurement and control have on the 
wor , hi~ p roep ion, att1tud s and morale . Greater recognition 
o these otors and their 1mpor anoe n achieving improved 
overall organiza lonal performance should b given by management 
when designing, implementing, and utilizing an integrated work 
measurement system. 
1Chris Argyria, Per anality and Organization (New York: 
Harper & Brothers, 1957), p . 132. 





The proJection of a fully integrated work measurement 
system is developed to illustrate the essential elements and uses 
of a work measurement system that is literally a "management" 
system. A skilled work measurement staff, an effective me t hods 
1mprov ment program, and a balanced approach to establishing 
work standards are fundamental elements of a sound work measure-
ment system. The need for effective systems interface is 
paramount, especially with the quantity of data automation 
available and required in current sy tams application . 
An integrated work measurement system is capable of 
providing management effective eans for manpower utilization and 
control . At the same time the system provide the necessary man-
hour, workload and performance data for activity budget 
formulation and execution. A third general' use can be appreciated 
when work measurement data are assimilated into the management 
information system. This is achieved by data automation and th 
interfacing of data collec t ion syste s . 
i~nagement ' s role in achieving full work easurement 
integration is most significant in the ar a of recognition and 
support of common goals . Common goals between line and s t aff 
must be identified and accepted in ord r to obtain maximum 
utilization and effectiveness from the syste • Recognition of t he 
human behavior as ects of work a urement is 1m ortant when 





1 . There are several techniques available with which to 
effectively measure work and manpower performance in the Navy 
supply functions . These measurement and timing t chniques have 
been successfully applied in industrial and business s ttings for 
many years. Since the early 1950 ' s they have achieved a high 
degree of cceptance and extensive use in the government and 
particularly Navy supply areas . Considerable emphasis is 
currently being placed on the use of ngineered tim standards 
using tandard time data as the basic tool of measureme t . Bot h 
the DIM and G-PMS are representative of this approac1 . 
Statistical measurement is till a necessary and effective 
technique u ed in uerformance ty e budget formulation and executio 
The NAV.,UP or ~easurem nt Syst m is bas d on the stati tical 
measurement concept . In the future, as data automation and 
computer apulication increase, new ethods of analyzing and 
controlling work and manpowe_r will undoubtedly b developed . .For 
the pres nt, by maintaining adequately trained staffs, sufficient 
measurement techniques ar available to effectiv~ly measure 















essentially in existence today: 
a) rralned staffs support and G 
) Methods analy is and improvement are being 
emphas zed in the DIJ.'J. ' program . 
ystems . 
c) The measurement of work is incr asingly being 
evaluated to effect a more economical balance between engineered 
and statistical performance measurement . 
d) Und r the NAV~U? 1~npower Utillzat on nd Control 
ystem, s p rformance standards are be ng s ruotured to 
prov de a composite measurement at a common 1 vel of work 
defin tion-- th job order . 
e) ~ystems interface is also b ng acoomp shed by us ng 
the J b zder umber to collect and identify manpower performance 
data tha c n be used to uniformly and con~is e tly support the 
AV P ork easurement System, 1~B and, where applicable , 
f) res n work measurem nt sys e s D and the 
NAY U o k easuremen·t yste ) provide measures of past 
p o a b s o ngin r d and s a st ca work standards . 
A fully i te or measurem t m util zing th NAVSUP 
l"lli C approa 11 prov1 e mana en ( up rvis or..) wi h an 
improv capability for using work s anaards o fo c t manpower 
r qu r men s an 
g) he 
control anpower assignmen s . 
AV U xuAC further supports the development of 
an integrated work measurement system by providing for the one-time 




reports being based uoon various arrays of the same input data 
(i . e . , DIMES, GPI4S, and the NAVSUP fork 1easurement System) . 
h) The NAVSUP ~ACS supports the integrated work 
measurement system concept of systems interface with overall 
management information requirements . !UACS can provide anpower 
and workl d data from a computerized data bank for many 
mana ement information purposes beyond the immediate u~e at 
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